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Summary
This paper provides:
•
•
•
•

The background to City Bridge Trust (CBT) strategic review;
An update on progress made on the current review, including details gathered
through research; analysis of CBT and its current grant-making; and consultation;
A ‘straw person’ first draft strategy which will form the basis of a presentation and
discussion in the Committee meeting; and
Detail on proposed next steps prior to the May 2017 CBT Committee meeting when
you will consider agreeing a final strategy to recommend to Court in July 2017.
Recommendations

It is recommended that you:
a) Note the background and progress update, review and discuss the information and
raise any questions;
b) Receive a short presentation from the Head of Strategic Review and discuss the
‘straw-person’ strategy, providing feedback to shape the next iteration;
c) Review the proposed next steps and consider if they need amendment or addition –
in particular how you would like to engage with/be updated on the refining of the
strategy in the coming weeks
.
Background
1. The City of London Corporation (CoLC) is the Trustee of the charity Bridge House
Estates (Charity No. 1035628). In 1995, the decision was taken to create CBT. The
surplus income available was to be applied for charitable activities, in accordance
with a governing Scheme brought into effect on the 20 April 1995 (by Statutory
Instrument 1995/1047).
2. The Scheme requires the Trustee, where there is applicable income (i.e. income
surplus to the requirements to maintain and support the 5 Bridges which is the
primary object of the charity), to settle a policy for the application of that income and
to consult such persons as the Commission may direct. The Commission, by Order
dated 10 July 1997, has directed the Trustee inter alia:
“consult with such persons, bodies corporate, local authorities, government
departments and agencies, voluntary organisations and other bodies as the Trustee
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might think appropriate from time to time, having regard to the purposes, functions
and interest of the consultees, and to inform the Commission in writing of the
consultation process it progressed from time to time”.
3. Since 1995, in accordance with this scheme, reviews involving considerable
consultation have been conducted every five years. At your May 2016 Committee
meeting, you agreed the resources to support your current review. In August 2016,
a Head of Strategic Review, Sufina Ahmad, came into post on secondment for 12
months from the Big Lottery Fund’s London team. In August 2016, the review
commenced, with an official public launch by your Chairman in October 2016. The
Charity Commission has been informed that the current review is underway.
4. The review includes commissioned research, analysis of your current grant-making
and a consultation exercise with a range of stakeholders in line with the above Order
and in pursuit of fulfilling the broad charitable purposes expressed in the Scheme.
This consultation is fundamental in developing CBT’s funding strategy for 20182023, to be implemented so that the available funds can be applied most effectively
to address the changing needs of Londoners.
5. The intention is for the strategy to be formally agreed by the Court of Common
Council in July 2017.
Progress Update
6. Below is an update on progress made on the current review, including detail of the
key inputs: research; analysis of CBT and its current grant-making; and the on-going
consultation:
Research
7. To support the development of this review, the following research has been
commissioned:
a) A London Needs Analysis – Literature Review, Olivia Dix.
This was published in October 2016, and circulated to the Committee, as well as
forming the basis of a presentation and discussion at your Strategic Review Half Day
meeting in October 2016 – the write-up from that session is included at Appendix 1
and the Literature Review is included at Appendix 2.
b) Grantee Perception Survey, Center (sic) for Effective Philanthropy.
In December 2016, the survey findings were finalised and in your January 2017 CBT
Committee, a top-line summary was reported to you. That summary and a full copy
of the survey are included at Appendix 3.
c) Funding Best Practice, Rob Bell.
In October 2016, initial findings from this work were shared with you at your strategic
away half-day. The write up from that session is included at Appendix 1 and the final
report will be completed by mid-February 2017.
d) Mapping the London Funding Ecology, Collaborate CIC.
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The concept of a funding ecology relates to research commissioned by the Big
Lottery Fund and the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (UK Branch), which was
delivered by Collaborate CIC. The research explored the theory that funders should
consider themselves as operating within an ecosystem, and then provided
suggestions of how this could be successfully applied. For this strategy, CBT has
discussed the concept of mapping the London funding ecology, in order to benefit
both funders and the organisations that seek to work with them. To begin the
process of defining the London funding ecology, CBT has initially requested that
Collaborate CIC completes a market scoping exercise of CBT, and reports back on
its findings. This exercise will be completed by mid-February 2017.
e) Social Investment Scoping Report, Eva Varga.
This is an options paper exploring the potential role of social investment in CBT’s
work in the future. This report will be finalised by mid-February 2017.
Analysis of CBT and its Current Grant-Making
8. The Grantee Perception survey, referred to above, and the consultation (see below)
both draw heavily on organisations’ experience of CBT and its existing Investing in
Londoners grants programmes. Your Head of Strategic Review led group S.W.O.T.
(Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats) analysis sessions and one to one
sessions with CBT staff to gather their feedback on its Investing in Londoners
programmes. Summaries are provided of the staff feedback below:
Staff S.W.O.T of Investing in Londoners strategy
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity is explored through the portfolio
Giving of time, talent and money is pursued with ambition
Will fund a variety of different approaches within some funding streams
Some long-term commitments are being made to social causes
Supporting great organisations with expertise
Some of CBT’s funding improves the sustainability of organisations
Some opportunities in the current portfolio to distribute unrestricted funding
Some opportunities in the current portfolio to work with new organisations
Some opportunities to do deep-dive/thematic work, as well as place-based work
CBT has track-record, expertise and links to networks in certain areas, e.g. inclusion
CBT funds a diverse range of organisations
The evidence base behind why CBT supports certain groups, e.g. Older Londoners,
is irrefutable
CBT recognises that cost per beneficiary varies depending on the intervention, and
is willing to pay more where needed
Some parts of the strategy show real clarity as to the kinds of things CBT will fund in
pursuit of the aims identified
In times of austerity and state retrenchment, approaches like social investment and
encouraging giving offer strong platforms through which organisations can generate
income
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•

Using all of CBT’s assets, such as social investment, is positive for civil society and
builds the robustness of the sector

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearer outcome metrics are needed to determine the benefits of these investments
The value added by some of the funding approaches pursued could be researched
and understood further
CBT does not make full/effective use of all of its non-monetary assets currently
The team is at risk of operating in silos in terms of its approaches (social investment,
philanthropy, grant-making and influencing public policy)
Demand for funding across the strategy is very variable
Success rates for funding across the strategy can be very variable
Sometimes there are multiple target audiences per priority, and there will be fewer
applications from certain audiences, despite knowing the need exists
Outcomes could be interpreted as outputs in some cases
Some outcomes are perhaps too specific, and result in CBT potentially preventing
groups with other well-evidenced ideas applying
Some outcomes are too broad
Some outcomes are difficult to measure/assess the impact made
Some funding streams lack a clear vision or purpose
Some lack of clarity on how some of CBT’s priorities link to the strategies of others
working in the same/similar policy areas
CBT potentially needs to consider systems-based approaches for some of its work,
placing the person and not the issue or the organisation applying at the heart of the
process
Some terminology used in the programmes needs updating
Some of the strategy focuses on the manifestation of an issue, rather than dealing
with the root causes
Sometimes specialist knowledge is required to make assessments, and more could
be done to cultivate this knowledge
Some parts of the funding programmes only fund a few projects, meaning that it is
hard to develop expertise in that area or derive massive amounts of learning
Sometimes CBT lacks oversight of its overall funding portfolio, making it harder to
consider the best ways in which to fulfil the ambitions set out in its strategy

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

To consider multiple approaches to grant making, including longer term investments,
core funding etc.
To consider more joined up approaches within the team, i.e. using grant making,
social investment and encouraging more giving to tackle identified social problems in
partnership with a range of different players
To consider a funder plus offer that links to the vision being pursued by CBT
To do more to support groups CBT funds – a more relational approach to funding
Some funding streams link to one another, which suggests that there could be an
opportunity to adopt a less programmatic approach when supporting Londoners
To use the assets CBT possess as a funder more effectively, e.g. its links to the
private and public sector through the CoLC
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To work in ways that are more proportionate and representative, thus making our
work more accessible to a greater range of civil society organisations
To be a more strategic funder in some areas where it has track-record and expertise
To fund early action (root cause focus), and short and long term interventions
To work more collaboratively to fund gaps and emerging/identified needs
To consider the role of tech in the future of our funding, as well as the potential to
learn from the ‘tech for good’ and tech industry ways of working
To consider asking other funders/partners with the required expertise to distribute
funding on our behalf
Via CBT’s work and networks (including national funders) to can show London
benefits all, and not just itself, whilst also gathering learning from a diverse range of
non-Londoners
Opportunities for CBT to be more strategic in its thinking on various issues, making
use of all of its assets

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some of the things CBT aims to fund are not well-understood, and more awareness
raising is needed too
Sometimes need to consider how CBT can link the strategy/portfolio together
The level of statutory cuts is unprecedented in some areas, and changing at a fast
pace – both geographically and in terms of a thematic need, meaning demand for
funding could change
The unprecedented statutory cuts could also mean that the added value of CBT
funding is at risk of becoming diminished
The impact of some of the social issues CBT seeks to support is not fully
understood, e.g. an ageing population, planned changes to the benefits system
Some issues of organisations become over-reliant on CBT funding, and more could
be done to support these groups
Need to consider if CBT always has the track record and expertise to assess
applications appropriately
The impact of changing demographics, and movement of poverty to outer-London
boroughs needs to be understood further in terms of inequalities and poverty
experienced
Hard to prioritise workloads when there are so many funding priorities
Some civil society organisations are really struggling in the current funding climate,
despite doing vital work – CBT should be as much of a support to these
organisations as it can be, hence the need for variety in its approaches

Summary of Staff One-To-One Discussions
9. In addition, staff were asked for feedback in groups and one to one discussions
relating to CBT as an organisation. The overarching feedback is presented below,
along with a S.W.O.T summary:
Staff Roles and Skillset
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10. Staff shared insights into the experience they have gained prior to joining CBT, and
some colleagues continue to work or volunteer in a variety of roles alongside their
CBT work.
11. Colleagues have worked in civil society, funding, non-departmental public bodies
(NDPB), private and public sector organisations. Some colleagues have managed
grant programmes of varying sizes, including grant making to individuals. They are
linked to a wide range of stakeholders, listed in the longer report.
Staff Perspective on CBT
12. CBT’s mission to ‘tackle disadvantage in London through grant making, social
investment, encouraging philanthropy and influencing social policy’ was a main
driver for colleagues choosing to work at CBT. The CBT brand and its links to
various networks such as London Funders, CASS Business School, BAMER
Funders Alliance, Corston Alliance etc. was considered positive too. Reference was
made to colleagues valuing the fact that CBT bridged communities and strengthened
the sector, often backing interesting ideas and organisations with its funding.
Staff Workload
13. The grant portfolios are mixed in terms of size, location and theme. There was some
discussion as to whether or not portfolios should be distributed differently, and this is
an area that needs to be explored further.
14. Staff were seeking as much flexibility, consistency and clarity as possible in terms of
the internal processes used to distribute CBT’s assets.
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis of CBT
Strengths
Grant making best practice:
• Independent, but linked to the Corporation
• Flexible grant-making: nine priorities are akin to gateways
• Can fund other kinds of groups, not just charities
• Core funding and multi-year funding available
• Consistent levels of grants made annually
• Fairly clear themes labels, definitions and criteria for grant making
• Improved website has led to improved applications
• CBT listens to grant holders and stakeholders
• Funding also committed to research and strategic investments
• Consistency in grant making as one person filters the initial applications and
coordinates paperwork submitted to committee

Staff team:
• Diverse skill set
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•
•
•
•
•

High retention rates
Staff have pushed against some of the more conservative values within the
Corporation
Good levels of communication and teamwork
Strong ability to maintain relationships with stakeholders and grant holders
Staff are well linked to a wide range of stakeholders

Weaknesses
Purpose and role of CBT:
• Lack of clarity on if the funding is for the sector, for Londoners or for both
• Improvements in capability and capacity building offer from CBT are needed
Data and information:
• Data is collected but unclear on its use
• GIFTs (CBT’s grants management software) is not used effectively to support with
workflow
• Filing systems need to be implemented fully and too much paperwork is generated
currently
Policy and influencing:
• Data is not used to influence the funding priorities fully
• CBT should reach out more to local, regional and national policy makers, including
unusual suspects
• CBT has highlighted some thorny issues, but perhaps at time has erred towards
caution in doing so
Effectiveness of current funding:
• Priorities range between being too ambitious/not ambitious and too specific/vague
• Is there a duplication of effort amongst CBT’s work and that of other funders?
• Nine priorities are too many
• Social investment and grant making is too disconnected
• Policies need reviewing regularly to ensure they reflect the processes being used
and enable effective working practices
• Assessment process is possibly too long
• One size fits all approach to grant making means that work for small/larger grants
can feel disproportionate
• Consistency in how a matter is managed within a grant isn’t guaranteed
• Grants Officer (GO) portfolios are generic
• GO roles are expanding, but admin function is not expanding accordingly
Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

More could be done to showcase the work of grant holders
CBT could be more ‘strategically responsive’
CBT could be engaging with a wider range of stakeholders
CBT could use others to distribute its funding or promote its work
The role of the Corporation in CBT’s work needs to be more fully understood
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•
•

Consider more proportionate approaches to grant making, including possibly a small
grants programme
More joint working between CBT and the Corporation to review the best possible
internal processes are implemented

Threats
•
•
•
•
•

The Corporation and CBT should work hard to ensure its operating principles are
better aligned
The relationship between the Corporation and CBT requires further development to
elicit the best possible outcomes for all
CBT can become lost in the wider Corporation brand, and within the Corporation it
can become lost as it has a separate website etc.
In some cases, staff characterised as being not self-reflective enough, negative and
operating in a bubble
Is there enough staff capacity to take on work, and can the levels of disparity in the
portfolios/workloads be sustained?

Consultation
Summary of Stakeholders Involved To-Date
15. CBT has been building the evidence base for its next strategy through working
collaboratively with Londoners and key stakeholders linked to its work. Stakeholders
have been engaged through face-to-face group and one-to-one meetings; attending
and contributing to various conferences, workshops and meetings; commissioning
an independent grantee perception survey through the Center for Effective
Philanthropy (227 anonymous responses received – see above); launching an online
survey open to all; and through our social media hashtag #BridgingLondon. This is
a conversation that will continue until the next strategy is agreed, and beyond.
16. The details of the Strategic Review were also promoted at the following events, but
no lists exist of the exact people in attendance:
a) London Conference, 16.11.16 – A large number of people engaged with us directly
at our exhibitor stand, and through the social media hashtag for the event
#LonConf2016. The conference was attended by mostly private sector
organisations, as well as a good range of civil society and public sector colleagues.
b) Greater London Volunteering Conference, 18.11.16 – CBT co-hosted a workshop
on funding and CBT’s Strategic Review, and 50 people mainly from the civil society
sector, attended the session.
c) Since August 2016, CBT have engaged with over 500 people to help inform its
thinking. Appendix 4 outlines the details of over 300 named people who have
contributed to the review, and briefly summarises how they have been engaged.

Summary of External Meetings
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17. Formal ‘conversations’ have been convened with a range of external audiences,
broadly categorised as:
a) Londoners
b) Grantees
c) Civil society organisations – charities, sector support (infrastructure) bodies, CICs,
not for profits, housing associations etc.
d) Policy makers – with a focus on London and communities of interest
e) Local Government – at an individual borough level, but also at a GLA and London
Councils level
f) Funders – national, local, regional and sector support bodies for funders like ACF
and London Funders
g) Social Investment Market
18. The notes from these meetings have been published on the CBT website
www.citybridgetrust.org.uk/strategic-review.
19. The common themes emerging from these discussions included:
Funders
20. The power imbalance between funders and those they fund was considered a real
issue facing many of those engaged in the review process. Whilst many agreed that
some form of imbalance will exist, due to the involvement of an exchange of assets,
the imbalance could be addressed through funders exhibiting the following
behaviours:
a) Being more transparent and proportionate in their approaches – Funders
should thoroughly examine what they are asking for, and why, from groups. If they
are not using information then it should not be requested. Funders need to be
acutely aware that they do not place unrealistic and unnecessary demands and
pressures on the groups they fund, resulting in them becoming both helpful and
unhelpful to an organisation’s survival.
b) Having a clarity of vision and purpose – Funders should have a clear vision and
mission that they are pursuing, which is clearly expressed and to which they ensure
that they hold themselves accountable in terms of measuring the impact that they
are having through their investments. It was felt that funders should work more
collaboratively and pursue an ambition to operate more effectively as an
ecology/ecosystem – in order to make it easier for other stakeholders to work with
them.
c) Knowing your asset base – Funders should make better use of their monetary and
non-monetary asset base, in order to create change in pursuit of their vision.

Future of Civil Society
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21. There were frequent discussions on the financial burdens civil society organisations
currently face; exacerbated further due to the rising levels of demand on their
services. Many felt that the growing levels of inequality and poverty that
disadvantaged and marginalised communities face is resulting in the sector facing a
crisis/tipping point. Some common themes linked to these discussions included:
a) Innovation and the ‘tried and tested’ – Many agreed that a better balance needs
to be struck between the desire to fund innovation and the desire to fund proven
models that have worked over many years. Stakeholders explained that they
understood the need for innovation, as the same needs manifest themselves
differently over time. However, in order for innovation to be done well, it was felt that
it required headspace, collaboration, time and real leadership in the sector, and that
the notion that this does not require intensive resourcing is incorrect.
It was also felt by the majority that supporting tried and tested methodologies, with a
clear evidence base and learning that has been built up and applied over time should
be celebrated more. Whilst it was understood that this work would always need to
be open to adapting in response to its environment, it was agreed by most that a
seemingly dismissive attitude to tried and tested approaches by funders was
inappropriate.
b) A Community and Voluntary sector that thrives – There was passion and
ambition throughout so many of the discussions, with stakeholders making it clear
that they were committed to ensuring the survival of the sector. Many felt that this
could be best achieved through better collaboration within the sector, as well as the
need for the sector to reach out to and better connect to other sectors (private and
public) – thinking of itself as an equal partner, rather than an adversary.
c) Support to civil society organisations – Many expressed their concerns about the
sector’s ability to thrive, particularly due to the continued reductions in the availability
of civil society support, predominantly through local infrastructure organisations such
as volunteer centres etc. The need for support to be agile and multi-disciplinary was
prioritised, but many felt that this could be best pursued by funders, civil society
organisations, local authorities, communities etc. working in partnership over a
sustained period of time.
Life for Londoners
22. London and Londoners were spoken about in a myriad of positive ways, with many
referencing the breadth of communities represented within the city, London’s history
and its future. Expressions of anxiety and fear about the future of London following
the political and economic unrest in 2016 were cited in most meetings.
a) Speaking truth to power - The need to support Londoners and those supporting
them to use their voice and to take on leadership roles, in order to express their
experiences and to strive for change to happen was discussed regularly. This was
often linked to discussions on the need to develop a more positive narrative about
being a Londoner, and living in London, both for those living in the city, as well as for
those outside of London in other parts of the UK and globally. Whilst most
stakeholders took pride in living or working in London, many expressed their
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concerns that the city was becoming inaccessible to many (including its current
inhabitants) in terms of access to jobs, housing, affordable transport, public services
etc.
b) The most unequal city in the world – London was regularly described as being a
city of divides between the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’; resulting in the need for
Londoners to be supported to pull together in order to create more community
cohesion and resilience. Many stakeholders referred to the fact that London has the
highest concentration of billionaires than anywhere else in the world. The economic
inequalities were considered to be the cause for many parts of London changing
dramatically and becoming inaccessible to those that were born and raised here.
Changing demographics within communities were seen as positive, but many agreed
that the confidence they had felt that London was incredibly positive in embracing its
diversity had been eroded by the increase in hate crime in 2016.
c) Understanding systems – Much of the stakeholder feedback centred on the need
for the complex systems in which Londoners exist to be more joined up. This was
expressed in many different ways, and most agreed that if those within the system
took a more collaborative and person-centred approach they would be able to elicit
the best possible outcomes for Londoners. Many felt that simply seeking to support
someone through the arbitrary label that is applied to them, e.g. older person,
LGBTQ person, someone in debt, a minority etc. results in a lack of joined-up
approaches, a higher likelihood of those in need cycling in and out of crisis situations
and failing to reach their goals and potential.
CBT’s Approaches
23. CBT was discussed in positive terms in many of the meetings held to-date, and was
seen as a much-needed part of the London funding landscape. Some of the
discussion points relating to CBT’s approaches that were commonly referred to
included:
a) What CBT does well - There was lots of positive feedback relating to CBT’s
application and funding processes, transparent strategic review processes and its
staff etc. CBT was considered supportive and generous as a funder by many
stakeholders.
b) CBT in the future - CBT was encouraged to have a clearer vision about its work
going forwards, ensuring that the vision is clear, ambitious and measurable. Many
also felt that in times of crisis/near crisis, the need to utilise CBT’s links to other
funders and sectors etc. was considered essential. There was also criticism of some
of CBT’s processes in terms of the application process, the number of themes, and
the lack of awareness of the breadth of CBT’s work in terms of grant making, social
investment, encouraging giving and influencing public policy.
CBT was encouraged to support London and London’s civil society to thrive, and that
in order to achieve this, CBT must exercise: a commitment to helping organisations
thrive/sustain themselves with confidence and flexibility; a commitment to capability
and capacity building; a resolution to be more pragmatic and realistic in its
approaches; and a promise to lever its non-monetary and monetary assets more
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effectively. The need to build collective voice and leadership within the funding
ecology, civil society, London and its communities was regularly referred to also.
c) Opening doors - Many felt that CBT’s links to other sectors was something that
needed to be considered carefully, in order to ensure that it benefits Londoners and
civil society organisations. It was also felt by many that CBT should renew its
ambition to herald a new age of giving in London and to increase the overall levels of
giving - which have remained static for some time.
‘Straw Person’ First Draft Strategy
24. Since the beginning of this year, your Head of Strategic Review has spent time
reviewing the above inputs and connecting with a variety of stakeholders including
researchers, the Strategic Review Project Steering Group, the CBT officer team, and
your Chairman and Deputy Chairman for their feedback and guidance. This work
has informed a ‘Straw Person’ first draft strategy which is attached at Appendix 5.
25. This draft strategy will form the basis of a discussion in the CBT Committee following
a short presentation. The intention is that it will evolve through feedback from you,
CBT and CoLC officers and a wide range of external stakeholders from multiple
sectors. The feedback will be gathered in a transparent and collaborative way. It is
hoped and expected that the feedback will be rigorous and robust as it is through this
that the final strategy will be developed to be the best that it can be.
26. The key points to highlight are:
a) At its heart this draft strategy’s vision can be simply described as ‘Bridging Divides’.
The vision set out proposes that CBT’s belief should be a London where
disadvantaged and marginalised individuals and communities are supported to not
just survive, but to thrive too. It asserts that CBT wants to reduce the inequalities
that they face too. The mission proposed is that CBT uses all its knowledge,
networks and assets to champion London’s biggest asset – its people. The draft
strategy proposes that this city can only work for everyone once the divides are
bridged and the inequalities tackled.
b) The proposed strategy enables CBT to take a vision and values led approach to its
funding decisions. This means that CBT is looking to partner with organisations who
share our vision and values. CBT has funded incredible organisations over the
years, and the strategy expresses CBT’s desire to work more equally with
organisations it supports in order to find the solutions to the divides that it hopes to
bridge.
c) The strategy that CBT sets out for 2018 will have changed by 2023. There is so
much uncertainty ahead, in terms of: Brexit, a general election, a mayoral election
and the overwhelming feedback from stakeholders is that there are communities and
civil society organisations that are in crisis. It is important therefore to have a
strategy that is flexible and committed to adapting and learning: which looks at where
it is making progress and where it needs to change.
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d) This proposed strategy provides CBT’s partners with a toolbox of different funding
approaches, and a ‘funder plus’ programme which should help its partners to thrive
too. The approaches proposed will be diverse, using both CBT’s monetary and nonmonetary assets in a way that is fair, representative and proportionate.
e) It is proposed that CBT considers funding through the following funding priorities:
- Place based funding
- Addressing inequalities
- Transitions
- Fairness and voice
f) It is proposed that ideas that could be supported through these areas will be broader
and less defined than CBT are currently used to. However, by adopting a values
and vision led approach to funding our partners, CBT can be sure that it will work
with great organisations doing great work. Over time CBT will learn from the ideas it
is supporting linked to these themes and use these to inform more tightly defined
areas of support it may wish to consider supporting too.
Proposed Next Steps
27. The proposed next steps planned for the Strategic Review are set out below. It is
recommended you review the proposed next steps and consider if they need
amendment or addition – in particular how you would like to engage with/be updated
on the refining of the strategy in the coming weeks?
28. The intention is to work with the CBT Committee and officers, CoLC staff and
external stakeholders to develop the next iterations of the strategy shared with you
today. A final strategy will be submitted to the CBT Committee for approval in May
2017.
29. Proposed Next Steps for the Strategic Review (SR):
January

30th

Draft strategy shared with CBT Committee, via board papers

31st

Update the Communications Strategy for the SR, to prepare for:
Work in February aimed at internal communications campaign,
and CBT committee engagement, via: Committee meeting,
Member’s Briefing and Member’s Breakfast event.

February

CBT Committee to review and feed back on the draft funding
strategy. Taking on board the discussion from CBT Committee,
the next iteration of the draft to be prepared and consulted on with
external and internal audiences. The priority will be to initially
connect with the CBT Committee, CoLC Member’s, CoLC staff and
then begin engaging face-to-face externally with external
13

stakeholder audiences.
6th
9th
10th

Activities will include, but are not limited to:
CBT Committee Meeting – with a date agreed as to when the draft
strategy can be published online
Youth Sector 2020 Panel (Organised by London Youth)
Publishing Rob Bell and Collaborate CIC research on to SR
website pages

March

Sufina to continue testing draft funding strategy with external and
internal audiences.

7th

Work to be undertaken to engage Member’s via a Member’s
Breakfast (7th), as well as through Member’s Inductions (following
the March elections).

April

Sufina to amend strategy following results of CBT Committee
feedback, Member engagement, and wider consultation process,
and to publish this on to CBT website.

May

Sufina to work with the CBT Committee and your Chief Grants
Officer to agree resource needs to deliver new funding strategy,
and to then seek approval from the CBT Committee to agree the
strategy. The strategy will exist as one version which can be used
with all stakeholders, both internally and externally.

11th

CBT Committee Meeting

June

Sufina to continue working with CBT Committee and CoLC staff to
prepare to take the strategy to the CoLC Court of Common Council
Plans to be finalized in terms of timeline for implementing the
strategy, as well as consideration given as to the actions needed
from June 2017 onwards to help prepare the team/others for the
next strategy.

20th July

Agreement of CoLC Court of Common Council

August

Contingency

Appendices:
Appendix 1: Away day write up
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Appendix 2: Literature review, by Olivia Dix
Appendix 3: Grantee perception survey summary
Appendix 4: Named stakeholders engaged in Strategic Review, as at January 2017
Appendix 5: ‘Straw Person’ first draft Strategy
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Appendix 1 – Away day write up
(PDF document sent separately)
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Appendix 2 – Literature Review, by Olivia Dix

Literature Review
City Bridge Trust

Author: Olivia Dix

October 2016
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Introduction
City Bridge Trust (CBT) is conducting its Strategic Review (SR) of grant giving, related
activities and advocacy, which will set its strategy for the five years from 2018. City
Bridge’s Trust’s vision is a fairer London, its mission is to support disadvantaged Londoners
through grant-making, social investment, encouraging philanthropy and influencing public
policy and its values are independence, inclusion and integrity. The principles for
developing this Report were: it will be conducted through the prism of ‘tackling
disadvantage in London’; the analysis of need will be a zero-based approach, entered not
only through consideration of what CBT is doing already, and it will be collaborative,
consultative and transparent. The Review is being conducted in collaboration with Trust for
London and London Funders.

The Literature Review
City Bridge Trust is commissioning a number of reports to help form the evidence base for
its Review. The Literature Review is one of the early reports. It is not intended to be
exhaustive, to analyse any of the information cited or to identify research offering solutions,
although some of the sources quoted do contain recommendations. Rather the Review is
intended to give an overview of needs and to provide signposting to reports and websites
that give accessible information on the current context in London and its needs. These
include, but are not confined to, areas of need addressed by CBT’s current funding
programmes. The Review methodology is desk-based research and conversations with
stakeholders listed in Appendix A. It is hoped the Review will also be of use to CBT’s
external stakeholders.
Disadvantage, arising from poverty or inequality is often the result of a combination of
factors that interconnect and impact in different ways on different groups of people.
However, in order for this Review to be as usable as possible for CBT staff, Trustees and
stakeholders, needs and disadvantage have been categorised, accepting that there is often
considerable overlap.
While London has unique features among English cities as the capital city, the centre of
political life, its status as a world leader in financial services and with the largest population
of a UK city, it is subject to national trends and policies and not all useful research and data
is disaggregated at a regional level. This Review therefore also references national data
and research.

Context
This is an unprecedented time politically and economically in the UK with the Referendum
decision on June 24th 2016 to leave the European Union. This political uncertainty is
compounded by the change of Prime Minister and the splits within the Labour Party taking
place at the time of writing this Review.
There is no consensus on what the effects of Brexit will be in the medium to long-term but
agreement that, at least in the short-term, there will be considerable economic uncertainty.
It is not clear when exactly the UK will officially leave the EU but the leaving period will
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undoubtedly take up a great deal of government time and other government business may
be slower. A Research Brief by the City of London Corporation says that the impact on
London will be more pronounced than elsewhere in the UK, in particular as a consequence
of the high concentration of services, jobs and exports dependent on access to the EU
market, and the relatively large and skilled EU workforce1. A blog by the City of London
Economic Development Unit discusses the particular effect on London of potential
restrictions to migration, quoting research that demonstrates the role EU citizens play in
some sectors. Potentially as many as 94% employed in hotels and restaurants, and three
quarters of EU construction workers would not meet existing visa requirements. EU
workers are also heavily represented in the financial sector2.
The number of uncertainties make it difficult to predict the consequences for the voluntary
and community sectors of the exit from Europe, but it is possible it will lead to less funding
being available from public and foundation sources, particularly if interest rates go down.
There is no suggestion that the UK is about to move out of the period of austerity that is
impacting globally, with the subsequent shrinking of the State and cuts in public expenditure
that London Councils characterise as unsustainable3. NCVO, in its first briefing since the
Referendum on the likely impact on the voluntary sector states that ‘it is likely that the
impact in the short-term will be over-estimated but the impact in the longer-term will be
under-estimated’4. There will be a need for the voluntary and Community Sector to track
carefully the legal implications for it of the Brexit negotiations5.
For City Bridge Trust, with the City of London Corporation as its sole Trustee, there are
opportunities and risks. There are opportunities to use the networks of the Corporation in
the City of London, nationally and internationally, to help rethink what London might be
outside the EU. There are also risks that the potential turmoil within the City of London
itself, during the process of leaving the EU and beyond, might absorb time and energy in a
way that could detract from CBT’s ability to make full use of its unique connections with the
Corporation.
During the next five years following the Review, and perhaps earlier, there will also be a
General Election and a Mayoral election. All these changes mean that, while statistical
information and research based on the last few years included in this Review remain valid,
the conclusions and recommendations of some future-facing research may be less robust.

Civil Society
With a shrinking State, cuts in funding for public services and the continuing global
recession, the role of civil society is likely to grow and it is being increasingly relied on to be
a partner in delivering public services. There are, however, questions about whether civil
society is sufficiently robust and well-funded to meet future challenges. Many civil society
organisations have seen drastic reductions in funding, particularly from public bodies, and
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this puts more demand on independent funders to meet increased need and to consider
how and which organisations they fund.
The London Community Foundation6, for example, which has traditionally worked with
organisations with an income of £100k or less, has seen increased demand from local
middle-income charities (circa £500k income) that have lost income and had to reduce their
services. The closing of some Councils of Voluntary Services (CVSs), or the reduction of
their offers has meant the Community Foundation has moved in places into the capacitybuilding and sustainability work previously carried out by CVSs. The East End Community
Foundation, working in three London boroughs with around 4,400 to 5,000 civil society
organisations has seen a substantial increase in applications from small organisations
catering for specific ethnic communities. This has led to discussions about how far
integrated organisations should be prioritised and whether continued funding of
organisations for specific communities where there was no overwhelming reason for doing
so (youth football teams for example) damaged community cohesion.
The funding situation makes it imperative to develop different methods of engagement and
funding. There is some movement towards place-based giving and fundraising. This can
enable funders to have a deep understanding of a locality and the residents within it and
lead to more informed giving, to the funder having a role as a ‘knowledge factory’ and the
ability to create effective networks change7.
More capacity building and use of the venture philanthropy model would enable voluntary
sector organisations to take full advantage of other forms of financial support like social
investment. Foundations could also help by being flexible in providing unrestricted grants
and being prepared to work with other types of investment, blending grants with loans to
make the latter cheaper for organisations. 8 Financial and non-financial support from
business is becoming increasingly important, often through Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) programmes, though CSR programmes are often confined to areas of interest for the
companies, for example employability, financial literacy and finding the talent that may be
missed. After a survey of companies’ interests, the Lord Mayor’s Appeal Charity office
categorised them in four pillars: skills, fair, healthy and inclusive9. Heart of the City, which
supports CSR, has now extended its reach from the City to all London Boroughs.
How
the
sector
delivers
its
services:
a
digital
world
A major challenge for many VCS organisations of all sizes and missions is getting to grips
with digital technology and how it can change and improve the way services are delivered.
This requires appropriate support for Trustees and charity leaders as well as technical
support. Organisations need to adapt how they present information, to align with changes
in public behaviours about seeking information and support, and to maintain visibility. Many
people now turn to digital information first: for example, there are 100 billion plus Google
searches a month. They need to consider how they could improve services through digital
delivery. An issue is the need to create new products that are test-driven and user centred
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- the Agile approach – which requires finance to explore challenges and find solutions. This
approach is commonly used in the private sector but is expensive.10
Independence
There are serious concerns that the VCS is losing the independence that is key to its
definition and values, partly because of the increasing contract culture in public sector
funding of the sector. The Baring Foundation’s Panel on the Independence of the Voluntary
Sector, in its final report in 201511 says that the voluntary sector’s independent voice,
freedom of purpose and action are being undermined by a negative political climate.
Changing
roles
There is agreement that the sector needs to reassess its role in the light of the rapid
changes in the environment in which they are operating. There is no consensus on what its
future role should be, though a considerable overlap in views. Contributions to the
discussion include Making Good12, The future of ‘doing good’ in the UK13 and Boldness in
Times of Change14. The Baring Foundation is coordinating a group of eight leading
independent funders, including City Bridge Trust, to fund an Independent Inquiry into the
Future of Civil Society, led by Julia Unwin, with work beginning in early 2017.
Infrastructure
organisation
An important part of the discussion is the future role of infrastructure organisations (that
provide support to VCS organisations). The National Association for Voluntary and
Community Action’s (NAVCA) final report of its Commission15 looks at the national picture
while The Way Ahead, Civil Society at the Heart of London, a CBT-funded publication,
focuses on London16. Both are concerned that civil society in general may fail to keep up
with the pace of change and that infrastructure organisations need to operate differently
and change their relationship with local groups to act as a lever for resources and a voice
for community groups.

London the City
London is a vast, exciting, vibrant and dynamic city with a population estimated by the GLA
to have been 8.7m in 2015 rising to 9.3m by 2021. It has a larger proportion of young
people between 25-34 than in other UK cities and less people over 5017. There are a wide
variety of cultures and ethnicities with more than a third of the population from Black and
Minority Ethnic communities (BAME). London’s creative industries were estimated to be
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worth £34.6billion in 201218 and it attracted a record 31.5 million tourists in 2015 according
to the Office of National Statistics (ONS). As a financial centre the City of London’s
contribution to the UK's national income (or Gross Value Added, GVA) was estimated at
£45bn in 2014, while London accounts for £334bn or 22% of the UK's GVA19.

Poverty and Inequality
London is also a city of stark contrasts and inequalities. The number of people living in
poverty, according to the GLA intelligence Unit, was 2.2m in 2013/1420. London has a
disproportionate number of the UK’s most deprived neighbourhoods (defined as Lower
Layer Super Output areas - LSOAs). There are significant differences in poverty levels and
other disadvantage between inner and outer London boroughs, between individual
boroughs and within boroughs. These cannot be detailed in this Review but some
examples are given in Appendix B.
There is no single definition of poverty. The UK government uses 60% of median income as
the poverty line. The current London Living Wage, calculated by the GLA, from the Office of
National Statistics (ONS) figures is £9.40 an hour and is voluntary for employers. Both the
GLA and London’s Poverty Profile look at income after housing costs (AHC), given the
exceptionally high cost of housing in London. 21 In its recent publication, the report of its
four year Solve Poverty Campaign, The Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF) uses the
definition ‘when someone’s resources, mainly material resources, are well below those
required to meet their minimum needs, including participating in society’22.
The Cambridge Dictionary defines inequality as ‘the unfair situation in society where some
people have more opportunities money etc. than other people’. In terms of unequal
income, London contains the highest proportion (15%) of people in the poorest tenth
nationally and the second highest proportion (16%)23 of people in the richest tenth. JRF has
produced a new tool, the Inclusive Growth Monitor to measure the relationship between
prosperity and poverty. It’s finding that London experienced the highest amount of change
in prosperity levels and the lowest amount of change in inclusion levels between 2010 and
2014, challenged assumptions that prosperity and inclusion are automatically correlated24.
A recent report by JRF Overcoming deprivation and disconnection in UK cities looks in
detail at the reasons for continued deprivation and disconnection from economic growth
from the perspective of housing and labour market interactions in the UK’s most deprived
neighbourhoods, including in London. Its findings include that some areas have a ‘double
disconnection’ from their local employment and housing markets, that local jobs do not
necessarily mean local employment for residents of a deprived area and there is often a
mismatch between where people live and where jobs are located. Despite various
government initiatives, at present, there is a missing link between the goals of city-regional
economic growth on the one hand and persistent neighbourhood deprivation on the other
18
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hand and these patterns persist over time25.
There are also inequalities in treatment and opportunities arising from prejudice and
discrimination. It is important to consider these when looking at general needs. The
Runnymede Trust has published a report on ethnic inequalities across London and by
Borough26. The Fawcett Society and The Women’s Resource Centre have useful reports
and run campaigns on specific issues related to gender inequality. Still Out There is a
recent summary of unmet needs of the LGBT communities in London that showed
significant levels of poverty and discrimination. A meeting of LGBT organisations in July
2016, co-hosted by CBT, Trust for London and London Councils, also identified, amongst
others, the need for a better, stronger, infrastructure – properly resourced - and increased
isolation and lack of social spaces due to many commercial clubs and pubs closing.
Many of the key facts and statistics on poverty and inequality and its underlying issues are
covered in London’s Poverty Profile, the City of London Corporation’s 2015 Deprivation
Briefing27, the GLA webpage on equalities, the final reports of the London Communities
Commission and the London Fairness Commission. The London Datastore is an open datasharing portal contains over 500 datasets on issues relating to London. The Centre for
Cities looks at how London’s economy is performing and the key policy issues facing the
city. It also has an interactive data tool to compare London to other UK cities.
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation uses the concept of the ‘Poverty Premium’: the idea that
the poor pay more, for example through paying for energy through more expensive
prepayment meters - and Government figures show that 10.6% of households in London
are in fuel poverty.28 The poor also pay more because of a lack of banking facilities for
direct debits and more in fixed costs due to low consumption. However JRF’s Poverty and
the cost of living research cautions that the poverty premium does not only affect those in
poverty, nor is its effects consistent. The JRF Solve Poverty campaign’s report has
extensive analyses of poverty in the UK, future trends and how it could be solved29.
Indebtedness
Indebtedness causes problems, not only because of the debt itself, but also because it
affects mental health, the ability to work and look for jobs and because of the link with debt
and other harmful events, such as losing a home or relationship breakdown30. Analysis of
their client base by debt charity Stepchange, demonstrates that Londoners are more at risk
of problem debt than the UK average, regardless of where they live in the capital and
relative deprivation levels. Clients who live in the more deprived London boroughs tend to
be struggling to pay essential bills, particularly their rent, and this is mainly due to drop in
income. In contrast, in boroughs with low levels of deprivation clients’ financial difficulties
are more likely to be linked with higher levels of unsecured debt, mostly through credit card
and overdraft use.
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Food Poverty
There is no official definition for food poverty or household food insecurity, as it is also
called, but, with the growth of foodbanks, it is an area of growing concern and there is a
consensus that the problem is not diminishing. The Trussell Trust reports that it gave out
110,364 3-day emergency supplies to people in London in the financial year 2015-16 and
that the national use of its foodbanks had increased by 2%31. Its latest statistics show that
low income has risen as a referral cause from 22% to 23%. Foodbanks report that the main
issues that cause working people to be referred were low wages, insecure work, high living
costs and problems accessing working benefits. The Trussell Trust is not the only
organisation providing emergency food and the number in need is higher. The All Party
Parliamentary Group on Hunger instituted an Inquiry into hunger in the United Kingdom in
2014 with a report in December 2014 and in June 2015 a progress report on action on its
recommendations six months later32 Beyond the Foodbank London Food Poverty Profile
2015 outlines the gaps in the safety net of initiatives to reduce food poverty as well as
focusing on initiatives that help. The final report of an Independent Commission on Food
and Poverty33, hosted by the Fabian Society, looked at the relationship between food and
poverty and how a fairer food system can be built for people on low incomes . It uncovered
a crisis of food access for many households in the UK.
Food poverty can also cause health problems. The London Poverty Profile reports that the
proportion of obese 11 year olds is higher than the England average in 28 boroughs and,
generally speaking, poorer boroughs have higher levels of obesity. However food poverty
is not the only factor in obesity, which is a combination of different family circumstances and
the external environment.

Housing and Homelessness
The uniquely expensive nature of London’s housing market is a significant contributor to
poverty and disadvantage. London’s Poverty Profile summarises the problems as: high
costs of London property both to buy and to rent in the private sector; overcrowding; lack of
affordable new-build homes; higher landlord possessions than the rest of England and
homelessness.
A recent survey by YouGov and Shelter found that people across the UK were skimping on
food and other essentials to pay housing costs. Almost half of working families in London
cut back on essential food and clothing to pay for their home - equivalent to more than half
a million families. One in seventeen working parents goes to the extreme of skipping meals,
and one in six are putting off buying their children new clothes or shoes to help cover their
housing costs. Over half of working parents in London are already struggling to meet their
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rent or mortgage payments, leaving them vulnerable to any small change in income34.
A significant change in the housing sector is the rising proportion of people living in private
rented accommodation. The Resolution Foundation reported in August 2016 that home
ownership in England is now at 63.8%, the same levels as 1986. London is second to
Manchester as having the lowest percentage of home ownership. The London Fairness
Commission’s final report notes that 1in 4 people now live in rented accommodation and
the number is increasing. It argues that there is a problem with the enforcement of
regulations on private landlords. The Centre for London publication Housing and Inequality
in London35 reports that the proportion of people in poverty after housing costs living in
private rented accommodation increased by 10 percentage points between 2001-2011. It
argues these tenants are most exposed to changes in market conditions and most
vulnerable. The final report of the Crisis/ Shelter Sustain project, looks at the difficult
experiences of homeless people being moved into the private rented sector36. The Centre
for London report also says that, while an influx of higher‐ skilled workers into inner London
has significantly reduced the poverty rate in recent years, lower‐skilled, lower‐income
families have moved to outer London. This is also discussed in the Smith Institute Report
Towards a suburban renaissance37. However there remain significant pockets of poverty
and inequality in Inner London.
The Combined Homelessness and Information Network (Chain) report for 2014/15 says
that, in that period, 8096 people were seen sleeping rough by outreach workers, up 7% on
the previous year; 5,276 of these were seen for the first time; 41% had UK nationality; 85%
were male. 29% gave the reason for homelessness as being asked to leave by the person
they were staying with, or eviction. There has been a significant increase in young rough
sleepers, with 1 in 10 aged under 26 (830 young people).

Employment and Unemployment
Unemployment in London is at a record low, at 5.8%38. However this figure masks the fact
that the majority of people living in poverty are in a working family. The number has risen
from 700,000 to 1.2m in the last decade39. Low pay is a major issue. The Office for National
Statistics reported that in 2014 less than 20% of employees in London were being paid the
voluntary London Living wage of £9.40 per hour40.
The Black Training and Enterprise Group has statistics on the higher black and minority
ethnic unemployment figures at a UK level. There are more unemployed women than men
by a factor of 11%41. One reason for this is the high cost of childcare. The 2014 London
Childcare Report42 says that childcare costs are 28% above the national average and
34
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maternal employment 15% lower than the rest of the UK. It argues that provision of
affordable and flexible childcare is one of the most effective ways of reducing child poverty,
as it enables parents to work or to extend their hours of work and move out of poverty.
There are major gaps in provision for all types of childcare but these are particularly acute
for those who work outside normal hours or irregularly.
The Learning and Work Institute has produced a report on the links between skills and
poverty, which highlights the low levels of education and skills in the UK and notes that
those with higher levels of skill are more likely to be in work and more likely to earn more43.
There is also concern about the rise in ‘zero-hour contracts’, where there are no guaranteed
minimum hours, although a report by GLA Economics says that official estimates suggest
there are around 70,000 people currently employed on zero-hours contracts in London.
Despite the possibility of an underestimate in the statistics, zero-hours contracts account for
a very small proportion of all employment in London44. However, while the flexibility of these
contracts may suit some people, there are problems relating to employment rights and
living standards where people do not have, or are not permitted by the employer to have,
access to other alternative employment. It is noteworthy that the New Zealand government
has recently banned all zero-hour contracts.

Health and Social Care
The general direction of travel for the NHS is set out in its Five Year Forward View45. There
is a focus on preventative measures and public health, patient choice, devolution and
integrated care, set out in Integrated Care and Support: Our Shared Commitment46. While
government policy is to integrate health and social care, London Councils say that by
2019/20, London boroughs will face a funding gap of £900 million in their adult social care
budgets as they deal with inflation, new burdens and the growing number of people
qualifying for state-funded care. How they will meet these demands is currently unclear47.
A recent report by the King’s Fund and the Nuffield Trust48 paints a bleak picture of the
future of social care for older people. It notes that access to care depends increasingly on
what people can afford – and where they live – rather than on what they need, which
favours the relatively well off and well informed at the expense of the poorest people. The
report says that measures announced by the government will not meet a widening gap
between needs and resources set to reach at least £2.8 billion by 2019. Public spending on
adult social care is set to fall to less than 1 per cent of GDP and the potential for most local
authorities to achieve more within existing resources is very limited and they will struggle to
meet basic statutory duties.
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The government is committed to health devolution. The London Health Devolution
Agreement of December 201549 will pilot new ways of working across London’s large and
complex health economy with the longer term aim for further devolution of London’s health
and care to the London system.
Public Health England has produced a review of health inequalities in London50 with
statistics presented graphically. It shows the variations in health outcomes across London,
for example there are wide variations in life expectancy from birth between Boroughs with a
difference of 3.8 years between those with the highest and lowest life expectancy for
women and 4.1 years for men. The Public Health England website outlines the Public
Health Outcomes Framework and contains a wealth of data including a snapshot overview
of health for every local authority in England.
The King’s Fund produces reports specific to London and quarterly monitoring reports on
the NHS. The Nuffield Trust produces a number of publications on London’s health. The
Quality Watch Annual Statement gives an independent view on how patterns of quality in
health and social care are changing over time51.
Mental Health
Mental health problems are a serious issue, accounting for 22.8% of health problems in the
UK. Over half of mental health problems in adult life (excluding dementia) start by the age
of 14 and 75% by the age of 18. The Five Year Forward View for Mental Health, by the
independent Mental Health Taskforce sets out the current context for mental health, the
experience of users of mental health services and recommendations for the future52. The
Mental Health Foundation’s Fundamental Facts outlines the main issues in mental health in
the UK
The Survey of Mental Health and Wellbeing, published in September 2016, suggests that
mental ill-health may be increasing. It shows that one in three adults aged 16-74 with
conditions such as anxiety and depression were accessing mental health treatment in 2014,
up from one in four in 2007. Women were more likely than men to have reported common
mental disorder symptoms (19% compared to 12%). There was also an association
between common mental disorders and chronic physical conditions.53 The Cavendish
Square Group, a collaboration of the ten London NHS Trusts responsible for mental health
services in the capital and led by the CEOs, has produced the London Mental Health
Factbook with key statistics for London including that over 900,000 adults in London are
affected by a mental health disorder such as anxiety or depression and 1 in 10 young
people have a clinically significant mental health problem, but just one in four will receive
effective mental health care. An extreme manifestation of mental health problems is suicide
and suicides and attempted suicides are increasing. In the year to date (October 2016) the
City of London Police have dealt with more suicides and attempted suicides than in the
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whole of 2015, when the numbers had also increased from 201454.
Disability
The government’s policy on disability is part of the Equality Act 2010, which legally protects
people against discrimination in the workplace and wider society. The Office for Disability
Issues helped create the Disability Action Alliance, a cross-sector network of organisations
committed to making a difference to the lives of disabled people. In London the GLA holds
bi-annual consultation meetings held with organisations for deaf and disabled people in
London, and from these has identified the areas of need to be addressed: accessible
transport; availability of accessible housing; access to employment and education; access
to the built environment; facilities and services for deaf and disabled Londoners; the right to
independent living; equal access to health services and promoting disability equality and
challenging discrimination. Continuing negative attitudes towards people with disabilities is
a national problem. A publication by Scope reports that, of those surveyed, two-thirds of
the British public feel uncomfortable talking to disabled people and one-fifth of 18-34 year
olds have avoided talking to disabled people; over a third believe disabled people are less
productive than others; a quarter (24%) of disabled people have experienced attitudes or
behaviours where other people expected less of them because of their disability and over
four-fifths of the British public believe disabled people face prejudice.
Learning Disabilities
People with learning disabilities have poorer health than the general population, much of
which is avoidable. These health inequalities often start early in life and result, to an extent,
from barriers they face in accessing timely, appropriate and effective health care. The
impact of these health inequalities is serious. As well as having a poorer quality of life,
people with learning disabilities die at a younger age than their non-disabled peers.55 The
Improving Health and Lives Learning Disabilities Observatory has facts and figures about
learning disability in England including needs and inequalities of access to care, health
services and education. The information is given at local authority level in London.
Carers
The percentage of unpaid care provided in London decreased between 2001 and 201156
but, according to the GLA, about 700,000 people in London support an older disabled or ill
relative or friend. A report for Carers’ week by Carers UK said that the life chances of many
carers are damaged by inadequate support from local services. 51% of carers have left a
health problem go untreated, 50% have worsened mental health, 66% gave up work or
reduced their hours, 47% struggle financially and 315 only get help in an emergency57.
Social Isolation
The quality and quantity of social relationships affects health behaviours, people’s physical
and mental health, and risk of mortality.
Public Health England produced a Practice
Resource, which looks at social isolation across the life course. While often discussed it
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the context of older people, it can affect people at all stages of their lives. The report58
distinguishes between social isolation: the inadequate quality and quantity of social
relations with other people at the different levels where human interaction takes place
(individual, group, community and the larger social environment) and loneliness: an
emotional perception that can be experienced by individuals regardless of the breadth of
their social networks. It notes that there are links between inequality, social isolation and
health because many factors associated with social isolation are unequally distributed in
society and many associated risk factors are more prevalent among socially disadvantaged
groups.

Prison and Rehabilitation
In June 2016 the prison population was 84,405. According to the Summer 2016 Bromley
Briefings, produced by the Prison Reform Trust59 violence, sexual assaults and rates of
self-harm in prison are at the highest level ever recorded. The Prison Reform Trust, the
Howard League for Penal Reform and the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies produce
research papers on a range of issues relevant to the penal system. The Howard League for
Penal Reform work includes a series of pamphlets challenging preconceptions of the penal
system. The Centre for Crime and Justice’s work includes two projects comparing prison
models and alternatives to prison across Europe. The Corston Report60 is a review of
women with particular vulnerabilities in the criminal justice system. Women in Prison
produces research reports and briefings to back its campaigns to improve the situation for
women in prison.

Education
London’s state Primary and Secondary schools are the best in the country. In parts of
London, more than two in three adults of working age, have a degree or higher education
equivalent and in 2015, according to Eurostat, London occupies 4 of the top 6 regions for
graduates61. However, parents still feel the need for supplementary schools. In the UK there
are between 3,000 to 5,000 supplementary schools, attended by up to 30% of migrant and
BME pupils and run by volunteers. IPPR have published a report on the benefits of these
schools62.
English courses for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) are essential for refugees and
migrants and yet there have been year on year cuts to ESOL - by 55% since 2009. In
addition to this decline in funding, England – unlike Scotland and Wales – does not have a
strategy for ESOL, to set and measure progress against clear agreed objectives63.
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Advice and Information
Information from legal and advice and information services funded by CBT confirms that
services are under increasing strain with a sharp rise in the number of clients and the
complexity of problems. Changes to the benefit system are some of the reasons for this
increase. There is also evidence that people are not aware of their rights. The Legal
Education Foundation funded an analysis of the findings of the first and second waves of
the Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey (CSJPS) 2010 and 201264. The findings suggest
that public knowledge of the law is low, and that much of what individuals believe they know
about their rights may be incorrect. They indicate that certain groups are more vulnerable
than others in relation to both their ability to solve legal problems and the impact that these
problems have on them. The Foundation also produces a yearly update on Digital Delivery
of Legal Services to People on Low Incomes65.

The Urban Environment
Pollution
Air pollution in London, particularly NO2 (Nitrogen Dioxide) remains a serious problem,
despite the work done over the previous decades to improve the situation. A Policy
Exchange Report66 says that levels of PM (Air Pollution Particulate Matter) are now below
European limits, but remain above WHO guideline levels in most of Greater London. NO2
levels remain above legal limits across 12.5% of the Greater London area, in particular in
Central London and close to Heathrow and major roads. Policy Exchange estimates that
25% of children in London attend schools in areas that exceed the NO2 legal and health
limits and 44% of London’s workday population work in parts of London that exceed NO2
pollution limits.
The issue of pollution near schools, particularly primary schools, was highlighted by the
new Mayor in a recent press release. The report quotes research by King’s College London
saying that air pollution is responsible for up to 141,000 life years lost or the equivalent of
up to 94,000 deaths in London in 2010 as well as 3,400 hospital admissions. The London
Air Quality Network (LAQN) is a comprehensive source of information on air quality with
hourly updates and also publishes yearly summary reports67. The City of London’s five year
Air Quality Strategy outlines the particular pollution issues for the City of London68.
Transport
Crucial to anyone living or working in a city is the availability of public transport. London has
a good public transport system, which is increasingly accessible, and, under the Equality
Act 2010 all buses, trains and taxis nationally must be accessible to disabled people by
2020. However the transport system is extremely expensive and is a significant
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unavoidable expense for people in low-paid jobs. The expense of transport decreases their
disposable income and limits their access to the facilities and cultural institutions in London
and, potentially, jobs. Buses are the cheapest but also a relatively slow mean of transport.
A report on social isolation by Public Health England notes that poor transport links can
create barriers to social inclusion whereas effective transport links can benefit social
cohesion69. A research report for Tessa Jowell in 2015, quoted in the Independent, claimed
that London had the highest public transport fares in the world, when compared with other
global cities70 and the London Fairness Commission says that the cost of transport is one of
the three largest extra cost borne by Londoners (the other two being housing and
childcare)71. The Mayor of London has frozen all fares that are dictated by Transport for
London until 2020 at an estimated cost of £640m and ‘hopper fares’ enabling people to
change buses within an hour using a single ticket have been introduced.
Green spaces
London has 35,000 acres of public green spaces – equivalent to 40% of its surface area –
making it one of the greenest cities of its size in the world. The GLA has a plan for a ‘green
infrastructure’ across London72 and the City of London Corporation, which manages has an
Open Spaces Strategy73.
However many parks and green spaces across the UK including in London, are
deteriorating often because of local authority budget cuts to Park maintenance budgets and
reductions in staff74. This is despite an increase in their use by the public and the proven
benefits of green spaces75. In addition, the number of playing fields available for sport is
decreasing. The London Playing Fields Foundation reports that London has 16% of the
country’s population but only 8% of playing fields and 20,000 playing fields have been lost
since 1990, reducing both the potential for leisure activities and the health benefits of
exercise.
Arts and Culture
London has a world-class cultural life and arts and culture are a significant contributor to
London’s economy. For example the Arts and Culture Cluster in the City of London alone
generated £225m of Gross Added Value for the City of London and supported more than
6,700 full-time equivalent jobs76. The major arts and cultures venues throughout London
also have extensive education outreach programmes to schools, community groups and
vulnerable and disabled groups. However there are concerns about the future. In an article
for Centre for London77 Tom Campbell notes that the high price of London property has
dramatically reduced the availability of artists’ studios, that those working in the arts are
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often poorly paid and freelance and that the workforce is not representative of the
population of London. In the same series of issues the steep decline in the number of
music performance venues, a third since 2007 and artists becoming ‘cultural commuters’
are raised as problems78.
In the London Appendix to the Arts Council England’s Corporate Plan 2015-2018 it
highlights its commitment to diversity, to access for all and specifically mentions working in
some of the poorer London boroughs.

Making London Safer
London is the most diverse area ethnically in the UK and one of the most diverse cities in
the world with 36% of its population foreign born, including 24.5% born outside Europe and
22.1% of residents reporting that their main language was not English (1.73m)79. For many
of London’s population the diversity is part of the attraction of London life adding to its
richness and excitement. However there is also worrying increases in the number of hate
crimes and incidents affecting all minorities. These are officially defined by the Justice
Department as ‘crimes or non-criminal incidents which is perceived by the victim or any
other person to be motivated by a hostility or prejudice-based on a personal characteristic;
specifically actual or perceived race, religion/faith, sexual orientation, disability or transgender identity’. The Mayor of London’s Hate Crime Reduction Strategy 2014-2017 notes
an increase in hate incidents over the last three years in all categories80. The Gay British
Crime Survey 201381 reports that one in six LGBT people had been the victim of a hate
crime or incident over the previous three years. The Metropolitan police report that antiSemitic hate crimes increased from 39 to 56 between July 2015 and 2016.
Discrimination and hate crimes
Discrimination and violence against towards migrants and refugees is a national issue. A
report by the Ipsos Mori Social Research Institute on attitudes to immigration quoted a 2013
YouGov survey showing that 68% of people nationally considered immigration a problem
for Britain82 and this was borne out by the Brexit vote, with immigration control a major
plank of the Leave campaign. Islamaphobia is on the increase, with attacks having nearly
doubled in the capital over the last two years83. For example, in its 2015 Annual Report,
Tell Mama, an organisation that measures and monitors anti-Muslim incidents and supports
victims nationally, notes that the number of ‘off-line’ incidents reported to it (in-person
incidents between a victim or property and perpetrator) trebled from 2014-2015 to 437.
The decision to leave the EU through the Referendum of June 2016 was followed by a
surge in hate crimes, characterised by the Scotland Yard Deputy Commissioner as (having)
“unleashed something in people where they felt able to do things that, let's be really clear,
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are illegal.” Before the Referendum the Met dealt with 25-50 offences daily. Between 24th
June and 19th July 2016 it had dealt with 57-78 daily and made 400 arrests84. On 26th July
the government published a hate Crime Action Plan and announced £2.4m of funding to
provide increased protection for vulnerable places of worship85.
Continuing hate incidents and crimes and hostility towards refugees and migrants are a
significant challenge to community cohesion in the capital86. The iCoCo Foundation has
useful information about the theory and growth of community cohesion.
Sexual and Domestic violence
The GLA has recorded an increase in sexual and domestic violence over the last year with
an 8% increase in domestic violence and 9.1% in sexual offences. 76% of victims of
domestic violence and abuse and 87% of victims of sexual violence were women. Agenda,
the alliance for women and girls at risk, has published an analysis of the experience of
women who face violence and abuse nationally, based on data from the Adult Psychiatric
Morbidity Service (APMS)87.
A comprehensive Needs Assessment on Sexual and Domestic Violence in London has
been commissioned by NHS England and the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime
(MOPAC) from the consultancy MBARC and this will be publically available in Autumn
2016.
Trafficking
The legislation covering human trafficking is the Modern Slavery Act, July 2015. In July
2016 the Prime Minister announced a further series of measures to tackle modern slavery
including: a new taskforce led by the Prime Minister to oversee government action to end
slavery; a review by her Majesty’s Inspectorate of constabulary of the policing response to
slavery and £33.5 million in official development assistance funding to tackle the issue in
countries from which the UK sees a high number of victims.
According to the National Crime Agency (NCA) Strategic Assessment on the nature and
scale of human trafficking in 201488, the number of potential victims of trafficking nationally
in 2014 was 3309 of whom 22% were children. This is an increase of 37%. The most
common types of trafficking were sexual 34% and forced labour 32%. The assessment
notes that the figures should be considered an indication of the nature and scale of human
trafficking, since trafficking and slavery are hidden crimes. There is an assumption that the
true figure for potential victims will be higher. An analysis in 2014 gave an estimate of
between 10,000 and 13,000 potential victims of trafficking in 201389.
Digital crime
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Although the digital revolution has bought many benefits it has also led to an exponential
rise in fraud. The City of London Police is the national police lead on fraud and has noted
in particular an increase in fraud on older people. These typically take the form of
investment scams or scams aimed at getting people to give their bank or credit card details
by telephone or email. Younger people tend to become victims of social media scams90.

Children and Youth
Children and young people enjoy the same benefits and face many of the same issues as
the rest of the population of a major conurbation. 700,000 children in London are living
below the poverty line, 37% of all children in the capital. While poverty rates are higher for
everyone in London than nationally, this gap is larger for children than for any other group.
Some groups of children suffer from particular disadvantages.
Children in care have specific problems. A National Audit Office report in 2014 noted that
demand for care is increasing. Local Authorities in England looked after 68,110 children (at
the end of March 2013), the highest level for 20 years. Nearly two thirds (62%) of children
are in care because they have suffered abuse or neglect. The report concludes that The
Department for Education is not meeting its objectives to improve the quality of care and
the stability of placements for children in care. The number of unaccompanied child
refugees in the care of local councils, and often suffering severe trauma has risen
dramatically. For example Hillingdon, which has Heathrow airport within its boundaries,
looked after the largest total number of child refugees after Kent, rising by 22% in a year to
226 between 2014 and 201591.
Youth homelessness is seen as a growing problem by service providers, although
numbers are difficult to estimate as the way data is collected has changed and central
government data only includes those who are found to be in a ‘priority need’ group, such as
under 18s, care leavers up to the age of 21 and those with children of their own. Most
single homeless people over 18 are therefore missing from these statistics. Centrepoint
commissioned the Cambridge Centre for Housing and Planning to produce a report
estimating the scale of young homelessness nationally including the ‘hidden homeless’,
people sleeping on friends’ floors, sofa surfing or sleeping rough. The report estimates that
in 203/14 310,768 young people between the ages of 16 and 24 began the year homeless,
or became homeless, of whom 17,111 accessed statutory or other homeless provision92.
In terms of health, there is a disturbing increase in childhood obesity. 1 in 5 children in
London between the ages of 4 and 5 is overweight or obese and 2 out of 5 have unhealthy
weight levels when they start secondary school. Children from the most deprived areas
between 4 and 5 and 10 and 11 are twice as likely as those from the least deprived areas to
be obese93.
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Children and young people with physical or learning disabilities or mental health
problems have additional challenges. Young Minds website summarises statistics on
young people’s mental health. The Children’s Commissioner’s Lightning Review of Access
to Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) raised concerns about children
being turned away from CAMHS services or waiting a long time for treatment. In 2015 it
says 57,739 children and young people were referred to CAMHS. There is also a gender
imbalance in mental health. The 2106 Survey of Mental health and Wellbeing, England,
shows that in 2014 common mental disorder problems were almost three times as
commonly reported by young women aged 16-24 than young men94.
Young undocumented refugees and migrants whether in the UK illegally or born here,
have significant problems. Even when they are entitled to apply for citizenship, the cost
and bureaucracy can be off-putting. While being undocumented makes it difficult to assess
number accurately, it is estimated that there are around 150,000 undocumented young
people and three quarters of these are in London95. A report commissioned by the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation, based on interviews with 75 young people in the North West, Midlands
and London96 found that: “Being undocumented has significant practical, social and
economic impacts and permeates the everyday lives and decisions of young people. These
impacts can have an effect on jobs and job search, social networks and friendships,
housing and access to medical help and justice. Being undocumented often creates a
transitory and insecure identity. Lack of status is an all-encompassing experience,
producing distinctive forms of social marginality with significant impacts such as ‘enforced’
mobility in the search for accommodation, for work or to avoid detection”
Employment
The proportion of the economically active population who are unemployed for 16-24 year
olds was 13.5% in March – May 2016, down from 15.7% a year ago97, but still much higher
than the adult population. The government has a strategy to increase apprenticeships to 3
million by 2020, to tackle some aspects of youth unemployment and increase the country’s
skill base. This will be partly funded by a levy on larger employers98. However, although
lower than in other parts of the country, a worrying percentage of young people between
the ages of 16-24 October – December 2016 were not in education employment or training
(NEETS)99.
An evaluation report, looking at City Bridge Trust funded projects across all London
Boroughs to help young people NEET100 concluded that for many young people NEET, with
multiple needs, there was a need for intensive levels of support centred on the individual
that was not usually available through official channels.
Being unemployed also
significantly affects emotional and mental wellbeing. The Princes Trust Macquarie Youth
Index 2015, which measures levels of happiness and confidence in young people says that
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35% of young people NEET surveyed often feel too anxious to leave the house, 52% often
feel anxious about everyday situations 46% avoid meeting new people, 39% find it hard to
make eye contact and 33% regularly ‘fall apart’ emotionally increasing to more than a third
(35 per cent) of NEETs.101 . It is not however possible to know whether some of these
difficulties and emotions were part of the reason for a young person becoming NEET, or the
result of being NEET.
Coming in from the Cold a CBT funded publication, reports that loneliness, particularly for
18-24 year olds is a serious problem in London, and that both women and ethnic minorities
were significantly over-represented among lonely young Londoners102. The NSPCC
produces a yearly report which compiles and analyses the most robust and up-to-date child
protection data that exists across the 4 nations in the UK for 2016.

Older People
Although London has a younger demographic than other regions of the UK, there are over
980,000 people aged 65 or over and this is estimated to increase to 1.2m by 2024103. In
particular the number of people aged 90 and over is set to increase from 56,000 in 2016 to
156,000 in 2041104. This will pose particular challenges for health and social care as well as
for ensuring older people are not socially isolated. The health problems of old age, including
multiple morbidity105 affect deprived populations more, especially if they include mental
health problems. Nationally, the number of black and minority ethnic (BAME) people over
70 is set to rise from 170,000 in 2006 to 1.9m in 2015106. The Runnymede Trust has a
series of reports on older BAME people and financial inclusion.
Health and Social Care in the community published an article on the health, social care and
housing needs of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender older people: a review of the
literature in 2009 concludes that although the population of LGBT older people is growing at
the same rate as that of older people in general, their needs have been largely disregarded
by statutory services and institutions107. Stonewall Housing has a 2016 feasibility study on
LGBT future housing.
A CBT funded report by IPPR summarises the findings from a year-long programme of
research, setting out its findings in three policy areas: home-based care; dementia care and
social isolation108. Social isolation and loneliness is a common problem among older
people, affecting all communities109 110 and has also been demonstrated to have an
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adverse effect on mental and physical health.
Conclusion
Given the constraints of time and space, this Review cannot cite all the wealth of
information and research available on the needs of Londoners but it does provide a starting
point for a more intense examination of particular topics and the interlinking between needs
and issues. It is a working document that will be added to throughout the period of the
Strategic Review. Constraints of space have meant that it has not been possible to include
all the expert information and advice given by the people who generously gave their time to
discuss the Review with the author. However this has been put in a separate internal CBT
report that will inform staff and Trustees discussions during the Review.
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Appendix A
List of contacts
Thanks are due to the following people who were interviewed for the Literature Review.
The City Bridge Trust Staff Team
City of London Corporation
Economic Development Unit
Noa Burger
Sophie Hulm
Dr Laura Davison
David Pack
Community and Children’s Services
Simon Cribbens
Built environment
Carolyn Dwyer

Head of Responsible Business
Corporate Responsibility Manager
Head of Research
Head of Enterprise

Policy Development Manager
Director

Open Spaces
Sue Ireland

Director

Town Clerk’s Office
Simon Latham

Head of Town Clerk’s office

Heart of the City
Vicky Mirfin

Interim CEO

Dept of Culture Heritage and Libraries
David Pierson
Nick Bodger

Director
Head of Cultural and Visitor Development

Lord Mayor’s Charity Appeal Office
Caroline Wright

Appeal Director

City of London Police
Ian Dyson

Commissioner

NHS
Public Health England
Aaron Mills

Head of London Regional Office

Independent Funders
London Funders
David Warner

CEO

Trust for London
Mubin Haq

Director of Policy and Grants

Cripplegate Foundation
Kristina Glen

CEO
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Big Lottery Fund
Sufina Ahmad

Policy and Learning Manager

London Community Foundation
Victoria Warne

Deputy CEO

East London Foundation
Tracey Walsh

CEO

Legal Education Foundation
Matthew Smerdon

Director

Baring Foundation
David Cutler

CEO

Big Society Capital
Evita Zanuso

Financial Relationships Director

Unbound Philanthropy
Will Somerville

CEO

Other
MBARC
Michael Bell

Director
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Appendix 3 - Grantee Perception Survey Summary
The report prepared for CBT is a successor to a previous Grantee Perception study run by
CEP in 2014. Headline findings from the 2016 study were shared at a meeting with the
Chairman and Deputy Chairman in early December and include:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

When asked to describe the Trust in one word, grantees most frequently call it
“supportive”
When asked which activities the Trust should engage in, grantees most strongly
believed that the Trust should engage in encouraging more philanthropy in London
The Trust continues to have a strong impact on grantee organisations and grantees
believe that the Trust understands them
Support - even a little - beyond the grant is highly valued by grantees but they feel
the Trust could do more in this respect
80% of respondent grantees receive CBT funds for project work rather than general
operating/core costs – compared to 64% for the average funder. 13% receive core
support from the Trust, relative to 21% of typical funders. When asked a custom
question about how the Trust’s work could have a greater impact, grantees most
frequently selected that the Trust could provide core support (over 75%) and longer
grants (over 50%)
Grantees would like more contact with the Trust/Grants Officer after the grant was
awarded
Grantees report spending 30 hours, on average, during the application and
assessment process – higher than 70% of other funders in the CEP dataset
In open-ended comments, the top suggestion for how the Trust could improve
relates to its processes, primarily the selection process. Grantees suggest clarifying
expectations for Trust processes, streamlining requirements, and shortening the time
between submission of application and final decision
Grantees rate the assessment visit by the Grants Officer (and monitoring visits) as
most helpful, whereas they find the financial information required at the application
stage least helpful.

1. A large data set accompanies the actual grantee perception report, and officers will
be reviewing this to identify where recommendations can be addressed through the
strategic review (as well as more immediately where they refer to changes we could
make to information on the Trust’s website and application form). Members will have
the opportunity to engage with the detail of the work done by the CEP at the
February 2017 City Bridge Trust Committee meeting.
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Appendix 4 – Named Stakeholders Engaged in Strategic Review, as at January 2017
City Bridge Trust Staff Team
Name
David Farnsworth
Jenny Field
Tim Wilson
Ciaran Rafferty
Anita Williams
Scott Nixon
Cheryl Belmont
Rebecca Green
Simrat Kaur Gupta
Martin Hall
Sandra Davidson
Jemma Grieve Coombe
Sandra Jones
Jack Joslin
Joan Milbank
Julia Mirkin
Shegufta Rahman
Neha Chandgothia
Kyro Brooks
Rob Bell
Olivia Dix
Eva Varga
Annette Zera
City of London Corporation Colleagues
Name
Karen Atkinson
Stephanie Basten
Nick Bodger
Noa Burger
Simon Cribbens
Eugenie De Naurois
Laura Davison
Kristina Drake
Carolyn Dwyer
Ian Dyson
Sheldon Hind
Sophie Hulm
Sue Ireland
Simon Latham
Emma Lloyd
Lorraine McLennan
David Pack

Role
Director
Deputy Director
Principal Grants Officer
Principal Grants Officer
Finance Officer
Head of Projects
Executive Assistant
Grants Assistant
Monitoring Evaluation Assistant
Communications Officer
Grants Officer
Grants Officer
Grants Officer
Grants Officer and Senior Grants Officer
Grants Officer
Grants Officer
Grants Officer
On Purpose Associate
On Purpose Associate
Independent Consultant
Independent Consultant
Independent Consultant
Independent Consultant

Department
Chamberlains
Media Team
Department of Culture, Heritage and
Libraries
Economic Development Office
Community and Children’s Services
Economic Development Office
Economic Development Office
Media Team
Department for Built Environment
City of London Police
Internal Communications
Economic Development Office
Open Spaces
Town Clerk’s Office
Town Clerk’s Office
Internal Communications
Economic Development Office
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Monica Patel
David Pierson
Philippa Sewell
Liz Skelcher
Kate Smith
Graham Sutton
Caroline Wright

Community and Children’s Services
Department of Culture, Heritage and
Libraries
Town Clerk’s Office
Economic Development Office
Town Clerk’s Office
Economic Development Office
Lord Mayor’s Charity Appeal Office

The following Members of the City Bridge Trust Committee have been
engaged:
Alderman Alison Gowman (Chairperson)
Ian Seaton (Deputy Chairperson)
Karina Dostalova
Stuart Fraser
Marianne Fredericks
Alderman Vincent Keaveny
Vivienne Littlechild
Jeremy Mayhew
Individuals engaged through one-to-one or small group meetings
Name
Organisation
Donnachadh McCarthy
3 Acorns Eco-Audits
David Cutler
Baring Foundation
Bel Crewe
BBC Children in Need
Jessica Middleton
BBC Children in Need
Craig Tomlinson
BBC Children in Need
Nicolette Wolf
BeMore
Philippa Bonella
Big Lottery Fund
Gemma Bull
Big Lottery Fund
Dan Paskins
Big Lottery Fund
Evita Zanuso
Big Society Capital
Marion Brossard
Collaborate CIC
Annabel Davidson Knight
Collaborate CIC
Henry Kippin
Collaborate CIC
Stephanie Taylor
Charities Aid Foundation
Kate Spiliopoulos
Centre for London
Kate Aldous
Clinks
Nissa Ramsay
Comic Relief
Tracey Walsh
East End Community Foundation
John Mulligan
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Vicky Mirfin
Heart of the City
Tracey Lazard
Inclusion London
Steve Wyler
Independent Consultant (The
Ahead)
Alvin Carpio
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
Julian Corner
Lankelly Chase Foundation
Jess Middleton
Lankelly Chase Foundation

Way
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Victoria Warne
Geraldine Blake
Adewale Fashade
Holly Middleditch
Emma Kosmin
Michael Bell
Sharon Long
Bridget McGing
Aaron Mills
John Griffiths
Natsayi Sithole
Cara Whelan
Toby Bennett
Chris Gourlay
Mary Rose Gunn
Katharine Round
Christopher Hird
Matthew Smerdon
Natalie Byrom
Graham Fisher
Rosie Spiegelhalter
Mubin Haq
Bharat Mehta
Will Somerville
Stewart Goshawk

London Community Foundation
London Funders
London Voluntary Service Council
London Youth
Living Wage Foundation/Citizens UK
MBARC
Partnership for Young London
Pears Foundation
Public Health England
Rocket Science
Save the Children
Save the Children
Space Hive
Space Hive
The Bulldog Trust
The Divide Film
The Divide Film
The Legal Education Foundation
The Legal Education Foundation
Toynbee Hall
Toynbee Hall
Trust for London
Trust for London
Unbound Philanthropy
Wembley National Stadium Trust

Attendees at Meeting on 07.11.16 aimed at Civil Society Organisations and
Grantees
Name
Organisation
Barbara Van Heel
Action Space
Wesley Harcourt
AdviceUK
Kawika Solidum
BeyondMe
Neil Debnam
Camden Arts Centre
Jill Harrison
Enfield CAB
Katrina Baker
Groundwork London
Terry Stokes
Lasa
Lisa Redding
London Voluntary Service Council
Phil Kerry
London Youth
Fiona Baird
Newham New Deal Partnership
Johnnie Hoogewerf
NSPCC
Jo Hickman
Public Law Project
Andy Gregg
Race on the Agenda
Marisa Brown
Spectra
Jude Habib
Sounddelivery
Krystyna Szafranski
St Mungo's
Kate White
Superhighways
(Kingston
Voluntary
Action)
Michael Buraimoh
The Upper Room
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Attendees at Meeting on 08.11.16 aimed at Stakeholders Working On
Grantmaking
Name
Organisation
Andrea Kelmanson
Andrea A Kelmanson Consulting
Robert Dufton
Cass Business School
Annabel Davidson Knight
Collaborate
Hazel Durrant
Create London
Steven Francis
London Borough of Islington
Matthew Patten
Mayor's Fund for London
Rob Abercrombie
NPC
Colin Peak
NSPCC
Felicity Chadwick Histed
Publitas Consulting
Louisa Ware
The London Leadership Strategy
Hannah Gibbs
Tomorrow's People
Jacqui Cocker
Tower Hamlets CVS
Philip Nichols
Westway Trust
Attendees at Meeting on 15.11.16 aimed at Trusts, Foundations and Funders
Name
Organisation
Sacha Rose-Smith
Big Lottery Fund
Clara Wilson
Big Lottery Fund
Nissa Ramsay
Comic Relief
Chris Llewellyn
CriSeren Foundation
John Gahan
Girdlers' Company Charitable Trust
Tania Slowe
J Leon Philanthropy Council
Erik Mesel
John Lyon's Charity
Chris Anderson
Lloyds Bank Foundation for England and
Wales
David Warner
London Funders
Bob Nightingale
London Legal Support Trust
Yemisi Blake
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Faiza Khan
Paul Hamlyn Foundation
Helen Kersley
The Cripplegate Foundation
Daniel Chapman
Walcot Foundation
Attendees at Meeting on 18.11.16 aimed at Philanthropy Stakeholders
Name
Organisation
Joel Cohen
BeyondMe
Elizabeth Dulley
Centre for London
Imogen Hamilton-Jones
Centre for London
Cheryl Chapman
City Philanthropy
Ian Parkes
ELBA
Caroline Fiennes
Giving Evidence
Natalie Chevin
Haven House Children's Hospice
Clare Thomas
London’s Giving Consultant
Paul Morrish
LandAid Charitable Trust
Julian Andrew Curtis
Oxfam
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Kathryn William
Pam Waring
John Pepin
Roger Gorman
Laurence Guinness
Celine Gagnon
Edward Gardiner

Oxfam
P W Consulting
Philanthropy ImPact
ProFinda.com
The Childhood Trust
The Funding Network
The Good Exchange

Attendees at Meeting on 21.11.16 aimed at Social Investors
Name
Organisation
Mark O’Kelly
Barrow Cadbury Trust
Rohan Martyres
CAN Investment
Kyro Brooks
City Bridge Trust
Tim Wilson
City Bridge Trust
Jules Tompkins
Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
Danyal Sattar
Joseph Rowntree Foundation
Douglas Gunn
Trust for London
Attendees at Meeting on 21.11.16 aimed at Social Investment Stakeholders
Name
Organisation
Phil Messere
Big Lottery Fund
Evita Zanuso
Big Society Capital
Karen Atkinson
City Bridge Trust
Kyro Brooks
City Bridge Trust
Tim Wilson
City Bridge Trust
Kate Limna
City of London Corporation
Ashley Horsey
Commonweal
Susan Ralphs
Ethical Property Foundation
David Hutchison
Social Finance
Centre for Accelerating Social Technology (CAST) Meeting With CBT Grantees,
2.12.16
Name
Organisation
Dan Sutch
CAST
Ellie Hale
CAST
Kieron Kirkland
CAST
Kumar Hindocha
Harrow Carers
Fran Mensah
Harrow Carers
Catherine O'Keeffe
Redbridge Carers
Tina Patel
Redbridge Carers
Susan Underhill
Age UK Lewisham and Southwark
Rajvi Patel
Age UK Lewisham and Southwark
Francis Ngale
Carers Network Westminster
Hornsey
Lane
Estate
Community
Irene Winter
Association
Hornsey
Lane
Estate
Community
Chioma Onugha
Association
Fergus Early
Green Candle Dance Company
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Centre for Accelerating Social Technology (CAST) Meeting With CBT Grantees,
2.12.16
Name
Organisation
Eddie Chan
Chinese National Healthy Living Centre
Royal Docks Learning and Activity
Joy-Caron Canter
Centre
Royal Docks Learning and Activity
Thishan Rajendram
Centre
Gill Wilson
Age UK Richmond upon Thames
Gavin Shand
Age UK Richmond upon Thames
Kerry Andrews
ArtsDepot

Attendees at Meeting on 29.11.16 aimed at Londoners
Name
Organisation
Rob Parton
Barbican Centre Trust
Eric Samuel
Community Food Enterprise Limited
Osman Yavas
FareShare
Beth Barber
Independent
Jane Caldwell
Independent
Abi Knipe
Independent
Natalia Perez
Independent
Charles Taylor
Independent
Juliet Valdinger
Independent
Veryan Wilkie-Jones
Made In Hackney
Jessica Devnani
Prisoners Abroad
Renae Mann
Refugee Action
Katy Savage
Revolving Doors Agency
Asma Hussain
Royal Opera House
Nicola Cullen
Share Action
Angie Foran
Streatham Youth and Community Trust
Rosa Morgan-Baker
The Brokerage, City Link
Partnership for Young London Network Meeting, 2.12.16
Name
Organisation
Barry Williams
Ambition
Deborah Meyer
Big Lottery Fund
Jo Hobbs
British Youth Council
Catherine Fayers
Cabinet Office
Nina Thorpe
Cabinet Office
Melissa Hayes
City of London Corporation
Monica Patel
City of London Corporation
Kim Watson
City of London Corporation (Prospects)
Robert Dominic
Greater London Authority
Joyce Harvie
Greater London Authority
Daisy Ryan
Henry Smith Charitable Foundation
Safia Noor
Hyde Housing
Jonny Boux
Inspire! Education Business Partnership
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Partnership for Young London Network Meeting, 2.12.16
Name
Organisation
Nathan Singleton
Lifelines
Chris Murray
London Borough of Hackney
Matt Barber
London Borough of Enfield
Dominique Edwards
London Borough of Enfield
Graham Jimpson
London Borough of Enfield
Amani Simpson
London Borough of Enfield
Justine Wilson-Drake
London Borough of Islington
Paul Davies
London Borough of Lambeth
Jude Simmons
London Borough of Merton
Nadia McMahon
London Borough of Newham
Phil Kerry
London Youth
Jonathan Slater
London Voluntary Service Council
Sam Ellis
Oasis Hadley
Louise Tang
Royal Association for Deaf People (RAD)
Sam Mars
Skyway
Nick Wallbridge
Stonewall Housing
Bryan Lovell
St. Stephen Walbrook
Leigh Jenkins
vInspired
Robert Dyer
Young Lambeth Cooperative
London Youth Network Meeting, 06.12.16
Name
Organisation
John Macneely
Action on Disability
Tim Saunders
Alford House
Tamora Burford
Cedars Youth and Community Centre
(Watford
Community
Sports
and
Education Trust)
Danusia Brzezicka
Community Focus
Letty Porter
Ebony Horse Club
Liam Clipsham
Fitzrovia Youth in Action
Nicola Butler
Hackney Play
Kim Peltier
Leap Confronting Conflict
Clifford Fleming
London Youth
Holly Middleditch
London Youth
Stella Howe
New Horizons Youth Centre
Kamrul Islam
Osmani Trust
Ginna
Springfield Community Flat
Sabir Bham
Salaam Peace
John Wilson
The Sulgrave Trust
Matt Band
Young Brent Foundation
Dan Burke
Young Harrow Foundation
Attendees at Meeting on 07.12.16 aimed at Civil Society Organisations and
Grantees
Name
Organisation
Erika Jenkins
Barking and Dagenham CVS
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Attendees at Meeting on 07.12.16 aimed at Civil Society Organisations and
Grantees
Name
Organisation
Tracey Phillipson
Charity IT Association
Julia Mirkin
City Bridge Trust
Maxine Willets
Epic CIC
Charlotte Curran
Irish In Britain
Lucy Benson
Islington Play Association
Emma Finch
Liberty
Monty Moncrieff
London Friend
Susan Murray
Pan Intercultural Arts
Dorcas Morgan
Park Theatre
Grace Barbour
Rethink Mental Illness
Nicola Steuer
School for Social Entrepreneurs
Alban Stowe
The Prince’s Trust
Penne Wallis
Wigmore Hall Trust
Jocelyn Hillman
Working Chance
Attendees at Meeting on 08.12.16 aimed at Local Government Stakeholders
Name
Organisation
Monica Needs
London Borough of Barking and
Dagenham
Mavis Kusitor
London Borough of Hackney
Jessica Finnin
London Borough of Havering
Aine Hayes
London Borough of Hounslow
John Muir
London Borough of Islington
Grace Gbadamosi
London Borough of Lambeth
Winston Castello
London Borough of Lewisham
Andrew Matheson
London Borough of Southwark
Attendees at Meeting on 09.12.16 aimed at Stakeholders Tackling London’s
Inequalities
Name
Organisation
Kat Hanna
Centre for London
Katherine Abbie
Greenhouse Sports
Pat Fitzsimmons
Thames Estuary Partnership
Stephen Bediako
TSIP
Farah Elahi
Runnymede Trust
Kunle Olulode
Voice4Change England
People met in January 2017, not already listed
Name
Organisation
Liz Ellis
Heritage Lottery Foundation
Harriet Gugenheim
Impetus PEF
Elisabeth Paulson
Impetus PEF
Duncan Shrubsole
Lloyds Bank Foundation
Paul Streets
Lloyds Bank Foundation
Simon Parker
London Borough of Redbridge
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Adam Lent
Eliza Buckley
Ben Cairns
Richard Harries
Caroline Diehl
Sioned Churchill

New Local Government Network
Institute for Voluntary Action Research
(IVAR)
IVAR
Power to Change
The Media Trust
Trust for London
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Appendix 5 – Straw Person’ first draft Strategy

City Bridge Trust
DRAFT Funding Strategy, 2018-2023
Bridging divides

January 2017
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Introduction
In the last 21 years, the City of London Corporation’s charitable funder, City Bridge Trust
(CBT) has made grants of over £330 million to over 7000 organisations who are working
with the most disadvantaged people in every London Borough. CBT is London’s largest
independent funder, distributing approximately £20m each year.
We currently fund a broad range of work focused on tackling disadvantage in London,
from improving Londoners’ mental health, to services that strengthen London’s voluntary
sector.
Every five years, CBT conducts a review and assessment of the work that we do in
fulfilling our current vision of a fairer London. This process helps to ensure that
we remain relevant and alive to the changing needs of Londoners, informing
there funding strategy for the next five years and a grants budget totaling around £100
million. We are hopeful that our review process will give us the time to think deeply
about our role in ensuring that London is a city where everyone can thrive.
In September 2016, the formal work for planning CBT’s 2018 to 2023 funding strategy
began. This document outlines a proposed draft strategy for CBT, which considers the
use of CBT’s assets to deal with the disadvantage faced by marginalised Londoners, in
order to make this a city where everyone can thrive, and rises to the challenges and
opportunities that exist within London.
This draft will evolve over time through feedback and support from our committee, our
staff, staff at the City of London Corporation (CoLC) and a wide range of external
stakeholders from multiple sectors. The feedback on this particular draft will be
gathered in multiple ways in February and March 2017 mainly - full details can be found
on our website: https://www.citybridgetrust.org.uk/strategic-review/
We expect that the feedback will be robust; and demanding of changes to this draft –
some of which will be implemented in full or partly. This draft strategy shows some
significant differences and similarities to CBT’s current funding strategy - Investing in
Londoners – and provides a clear direction of how we intend to continue addressing
complex and seemingly intractable societal problems through our funding and networks.

Sufina Ahmad,
Head of Strategic Review, City Bridge Trust
January 2017
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Context
Every year millions of people come to London; some visit as tourists, some come here to
work, but not live, others for their education, and then there are those who arrive to
make their home. It is a city constantly in flux, where new communities live alongside
those Londoners who are already benefitting from the many accolades that the city has
to offer, in terms of its: culture, heritage, diversity, resilience and wealth.
However, not all Londoners experience all it has to offer positively. In 2016 City Bridge
Trust was part of a partnership of funders who funded the London Fairness Commission,
which asked the question ‘Is London Fair?’ The commission agreed that London was an
‘extraordinary city’. However it bore a warning too about the divides emerging in terms
of the cost of living and the wealth gaps between the richest and poorest in the city. The
Commission published its finding in March 2016, with a clear statement that if we do not
act now to address these inequalities, then we risk London becoming a:

‘…a playground for the super-rich, a treadmill for the middle-classes and a workhouse
for the poor.’
(Lord Victor Adebowale, Chair of the London Fairness Commission)
Not long after this, 2016 became a year of unprecedented political changes in the UK,
with the outcome of the Brexit vote, also resulting in a new Prime Minister. These
potentially seismic shifts come on the back of financial crises, recessions, global
economic slowdown, loss of faith in some institutions, significant reductions in public
spending, and for civil society intense scrutiny as to their role and effectiveness in
creating a fair and good society.
Regardless of your politics, most agree that this is a time of uncertainty and that there is
a need for bold and creative thinking. It is a time for all parts of society to come
together and respond.
CBT is unique in the support and input that it can provide, simply because we have strong
links to civil society and the constituencies they represent through our funding, as well as
having strong links to local, national and regional Government and the business sector
through our trustee, the City of London Corporation. These links are particularly
significant in times when the topic of the winners and losers from globalisation are being
hotly considered by so many in the UK and globally.
This draft strategy sets out CBT’s ambitions to work with a wide range of partners from
across society to use all of its assets, including the £100 million it will have available over
this five year period, to bridge the divides that are so well-evidenced in our city, and
make this a city where everyone can thrive. CBT is not alone in wanting to succeed in
this – it has dominated many of our discussions with external stakeholders, as well as
being the subject of consultations we have been invited to participate in, including the
Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan’s consultation in late 2016 exploring his Office’s role in
making London a city for all Londoners.
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Who has been involved in developing this draft strategy
CBT has built the evidence base for its next strategy through working collaboratively and
meaningfully with Londoners and key stakeholders from all sectors linked to its work.
Stakeholders have been engaged through face-to-face group and one-to-one meetings;
attending and contributing to various conferences, workshops and meetings;
commissioning an independent grantee perception survey through the Center for
Effective Philanthropy (227 anonymous responses received); launching an online survey
open to all (62 responses received); and through our social media hashtag
#BridgingLondon. This is a conversation that will continue until the next strategy is
agreed, and beyond.
Therefore, since August 2016 CBT have engaged with over 500 people to help inform its
thinking. A list of the 300 people who have contributed to the review, along with a brief
summary of how they have been engaged can be found on our website.
The details of the Strategic Review were also promoted at the following events, but no
lists exist of the exact people in attendance:
1. London Conference, 16.11.16 – A large number of people engaged with us
directly at our exhibitor stand, and through the social media hashtag for the event
#LonConf2016.
The conference was attended by mostly private sector
organisations, as well as a good range of civil society and public sector colleagues.
2. Greater London Volunteering Conference, 18.11.16 – CBT co-hosted a workshop
with London Funders on funding and CBT’s Strategic Review, and 50 people mainly
from civil society organisations came along.
This work has been further underpinned by research commissioned to analyse need in
London through the prism of disadvantage; funding best practice; and to determine CBT’s
role in London’s funding ecology. To-date, a Literature Review of the research analysing
need through the prism of disadvantage has been completed in full, and it was published
on the CBT website in October 2016.
The research commissioned for completion by Rob Bell, (to review best practice within
the funding sector) will be available by mid-February 2017, and will inform the processes
and approaches we apply to distributing our funding in the future. The same timeframe
applies to CBT’s decision to commission Collaborate CIC to complete a market scoping
review of CBT. This will form the basis from which CBT begins to devise options as to
how the work of funders and investors in London’s civil society can be mapped to create
a navigable overview of the London funding ecology.
CBT is immensely grateful to everyone who has so generously given up their time to share
their expertise with us. A diverse range of views has been expressed to-date, and this
draft strategy is our first attempt to gather the themes and ideas that were expressed in
such a way that enables CBT to add real value.
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Summary of CBT’s next funding strategy
The intention to date has been to conduct a Strategic Review that is robust, of its time,
and effectively takes in to consideration and reflects the diversity of views expressed by
internal and external stakeholders, which have been gathered in multiple ways.
Funders like CBT are seeking to tackle some of the toughest social issues facing some of
the most marginalised and disadvantaged groups in 21st century society, at a time when
resources are diminishing, and demand is increasing. This draft strategy considers how
we operate in a way that is flexible and ambitious, which shows thought leadership,
influences others and has the potential to succeed in fulfilling our vision.
A visual representation of the strategy is included on page 12 of this document. The key
points to highlight are:
1. A strategy like this requires real thought in to how to best articulate its priorities,
and implement the overall vision that has been set out. This will be our focus in
the coming months, alongside the thinking we have done already.
2. This strategy enables CBT to take a vision and values led approach to its funding
decisions. This means that we are looking to partner with organisations who share
our vision and values. CBT has funded incredible organisations over the years, and
we want to work more equally with organisations we support in order to find the
solutions to the divides that we hope to bridge.
3. The strategy that we set out for 2018 will have changed by 2023. There is so much
uncertainty ahead of us, in terms of: Brexit, a general election, a mayoral election
and the overwhelming feedback from stakeholders that there are communities and
civil society organisations that are in crisis. It is important therefore to have a
strategy that is committed to adapting and learning, which looks at where it is
making progress and where it needs to change, in response to these uncertainties.
4. This strategy provides our partners with a toolbox of different funding approaches,
and a funder ‘plus’ programme which helps our partners to thrive too. Our
approaches will be diverse, using both our monetary and non-monetary assets in a
way that is fair, representative and proportionate.
5. At the moment we are considering our funding priorities through the following
headers:
- Place based funding
- Addressing inequalities
- Transitions
- Fairness and voice
This may mean that the ideas we support in our next strategy are broader and less
defined than we are currently used to. It will encourage us to be more relational
and flexible in our approaches, resulting in us developing specific areas of impact
over time.
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CBT’s next funding strategy
This strategy contains a revised vision for our work, which expresses the belief that
London should be a city where disadvantaged and marginalised individuals and
communities are supported to not just survive, but to thrive too. The mission will be to
use all of our knowledge, networks and assets to champion London’s biggest asset – its
people. We believe that it is only by bridging divides that London can become a city that
truly works for everyone.
CBT has a clear mandate to serve Londoners and the communities they connect to, as the
CoLC’s charitable funder, and we do this predominantly through funding civil society, as
well as having clear links to local, regional and national Government, the private sector
and the wider funding ecology.
The draft strategy has been condensed in to a one page visual representation on page 12
of this document.
Ultimately, the main things to note are that the themes and
approaches through which we distribute our funding will be broader. However, we still
intend to remain ambitious and focussed on the impact we can make as a funder.
CBT has shown that it can pick amazing organisations to fund; and can fund in ways that
are considered creative and effective. This draft strategy provides us with a strategy
that plays to these strengths, through placing values and vision at the heart of the
decision making process rather than arbitrary themes and outcomes; and through
expanding the ways in which we can support organisations through our monetary and nonmonetary assets.
The draft strategy ensures that we lead by example and are accountable through our
strategy – both by staying true to fulfilling our vision, and by remaining responsive to
what is likely to continue to be fast-paced change within communities.
It is a draft strategy that listens to the feedback provided, urging us to be flexible in its
approaches and not to assume expertise on social issues, and instead empower
communities, Londoners and organisations on the ground to tell us what they need in
order to thrive. The various ‘parts’ of the strategy can be summarised as follows:

•

CBT’s vision and mission
CBT’s revised vision set out above will provide us with real clarity of purpose, and
will form the basis of all of our funding and non-funding decisions. Having a visionled approach means that we will reduce our focus on having many different and
specific funding streams through which we fund organisations. This allows us to
remain alive to the fast pace at which the needs of disadvantaged and
marginalised Londoners is changing, and it recognises the fact that communities
and the people within them exist within multi-faceted systems.

•

CBT’s values
CBT is seeking to partner with organisations that share our values, which are
currently articulated as independence, inclusion and integrity.
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Going forwards we have defined our over-arching value base as follows:
1. Inclusion and representation
- We believe that we should work in such a way that is both of and for our
community. We will work hard to ensure that as an organisation we represent
and reflect the diversity of London’s communities in all aspects of our work.
2. Care for the environment
- As global resources dwindle, and the pollution levels in London increase at an
alarming pace, we will prioritise reducing our carbon footprint through our
work, and encourage the care and understanding of the environment.
3. Early action
- Whilst we know that we will always fund services at the acute end of the need,
we will be a strong advocate for creating a society that acts earlier. We
believe that in order to achieve this, we need to work with partners that have a
strong commitment to learning, and have expertise and a successful trackrecord in the work that they do.
4. Working in ways that support Londoners, communities and sectors to come
together
- Fulfilling our vision relies on us working together with partners from across
London and beyond in order to support the development of new and existing
approaches.
Successfully supporting people and communities that are
marginalised and disadvantaged insists on people coming together, learning
from each other and then effecting lasting change.
5. Being adaptive and creative, with a clear sense of purpose
- We will commit to learning from our own work and that of others, in order to
demonstrate and improve the impact that we are achieving through our work.
We know that a creative approach by us as a funder will provide the people we
support with more opportunities to thrive.
Our vision and mission will be the rationale behind why we do the work that we
do, and if we feel we have strayed unnecessarily from this purpose then we will
work together to return to this.
At CBT, we have been privileged to work with some amazing organisations that
have affected massive positive changes for Londoners. We believe that great
organisations do great work, and this is what we want to fund.
In order to make funding decisions, we will ask those applying for our funding how
they live these values in their day-to-day work. We think that this approach will
make us less transactional as a funder, and result in us working with the people
who gain our funding or non-monetary support as our partners.
When this strategy is implemented we will detail in full what the values above
mean to us. We don’t expect that every one of our partners will express these
values in the exact same way as us, and we know that sometimes the intentions
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are there but it is hard to live your values if resources are scarce. Therefore, we
will take that in to consideration in our assessments.

•

What CBT will fund
CBT will be a proactive funder, meaning that we still intend to have clearly
defined interests and priorities that we support, which we will promote in many
different ways in order to ensure that London benefits from our funding. We want
to work together with communities to find the best ideas, projects and
organisations to support.
1. Place based funding
We want to help communities of place and interest throughout London to fund
activities that are important to them; that help them to (re)build community
assets; and in some cases even back projects that could result in positively and
dramatically changing the prospects of a community long-term.
This funding could help to support great community engagement work, and
champion those communities of active and engaged Londoners that work hard
to ensure that all Londoners benefit from this great city.
We also know that there are many hidden and forgotten communities in
London, and we are interested in funding and supporting them to become more
empowered, so that they can be in charge of creating the differences they
want to see and are given the tools to unlock their potential and creativity.
2. Addressing inequalities
The socio-economic and health inequalities experienced in London are wellknown to many of the organisations we work with. London is a city where the
richest and poorest can live side-by-side, without ever truly crossing paths.
These inequalities are then exacerbated further for disadvantaged and
marginalised communities in other parts of their lives, such as the welldocumented examples of disabled people being less likely to gain employment
or people from black and minority ethnic communities being more likely to
have mental health issues, and not have access to the right services and
support.
We are interested in exploring further the idea of funding projects that seek to
bridge the divides that Londoners experience, and we want to back
organisations that not only support people who are at the edges of our society,
but those that help bring those people in to the centre of society too.
3. Transitions
We want to help Londoners to thrive, and in order for them to do this there are
often a range of barriers to overcome. This priority considers funding projects
that enable Londoners to make the transition in their life that is important to
them. This could be a young person wanting to break out of the cycle of being
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in and out of education or employment, to moving in to long-term and
sustained employment. It could be support for a survivor of domestic abuse to
leave their relationship and begin the journey of re-building their life.
We know that making successful transitions can be difficult, and often there
are many other steps to take before a person can achieve their original goal.
This requires organisations and communities to work together in the best
interest of the person making the transition, because getting the right support
does change lives.
4. Fairness and voice
Until we have representation at all levels, many assert a fair and equal society
is near impossible to achieve. This funding priority looks at how best to support
individuals and communities to develop voice, leadership and resilience. It also
thinks about how to support ideas which will result in London being a city
where everyone can thrive, and not the few, and where everyone has the rights
to experience fairness.
We believe there are many ways to fulfil a fairer London through culture,
environment, inclusion, participation, communities, public spaces and much more.
We know that there are likely to be a real diversity of ideas that we consider through
the four headings above. As the strategy is developed, we expect that we may pull
out certain themes and ideas that we want to explore more strategically too.

•

Funder ‘plus’ support and CBT’s toolbox
We will commit to a funder ‘plus’ programme and a funding offer that shows a
myriad of creative ways in which we will support our partners. This will include
core funding, small grants, long-term grants, access to CBT’s cross-sectoral
networks, consultancy support, exit strategy discussions etc. The support provided
will be aligned to the priorities that we have outlined in our vision, mission, and
values.
The exact details of the tools and approaches that we will use will be developed
and shared with you as we develop and implement the next strategy.

•

CBT’s ambitions
This strategy states the five key ambitions that we will commit to for the next five
years, which can be summarised as making our processes as effective as they can
be, working collaboratively, taking on leadership responsibilities, using all of our
assets well, creating more giving, and encouraging learning between London, our
regions, the UK and the world.
As the strategy evolves we will share examples of how we have achieved those
ambitions, as well as working in partnership with others to consider new ways in
which we could fulfil them.
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•

A strategy that adapts and learns
It is our privilege to be a funder, and we want to ensure that we are fulfilling the
vision set out in this strategy by building in time to reflect on and learn from the
work that we are doing.
Therefore, on an annual basis we will formally review our progress, with support
from a range of internal and external partners. If we need to make some changes
to our work then we will work with others to think about how best to do this.
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CBT’s next steps
We want to work with internal and external stakeholders to develop the next
versions of the strategy. In particular we are keen to co-create the ambitions that
will sit beneath each of our funding streams, as well as gathering your views on
how best to express our values. We will also be working with a range of partners
to think about the most creative and straightforward ways in which we can develop
our funder ‘plus’ and funding tools.
Please check our website to find out the ways in which we will engage you in these
next steps.
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